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ABSTRACT 
Twenty-two new mutants have been isolated at the k2 (tan saddle seed coat), Mdhl-n 
(mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 null), and >'20 (yellow foliage) chromosomal region, 
were the focus of this dissertation research. Cultivar'Mandell', USDA PI 567.391, and PI 
567. 630A are green foliage Mdhl nulls. Genetic Type T261 is a green foliage, Mdhl null, 
and tan saddle seed coat mutant. T234 and CD-9 are yellow foliage and Mdhl null mutants. 
Additional 16 new mutants have been isolated with tan saddle seed coat, Mdhl null and 
yellow foliage phenotypes in this dissertation research. 
All tan saddle seed coat mutants, the 22 Mdhl null mutants, and the 18 yellow foliage 
mutants were allelic at the k2, Mdhl-n, and >'20 loci, respectively. k2, Mdhl-n, and>'20 
alleles were inherited as single nuclear recessive alleles. Approximately 1 ± 1.36% 
recombination rate between the k2 and the Mdhl-n loci was detected in coupling phase in F2 
plants from crosses of T261 (ifc2 Mdhl-ri) with wild type plants; and approximately 3.04 ± 
0.48% recombination rate was estimated between the k2 mi Mdhl-n y20 loci in F2:3 families 
with tan saddle seed coat from the crosses T317 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 
(k2). 
Approximately 55-60% recombination rates between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci were 
detected in repulsion phase in F2 plants derived from crossing T323 (Mdhl-ny20), T324 
(Mdhl-ny20 ), and T325 (Mdhl-ny20 ) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2). The excess 
of the recombinants in repulsion phase in F2 plants was considered to be due to chromosomal 
breakage at the k2 Mdhl Y20 region in T239 and L67-3483. However, no recombinants 
were identified in F2 plants in repulsion phase in the crosses of T317 (Mdhl-n y20) with 
ix 
T239 {k2) and L67-3483 {k2)\ and no recombinations were detected among the k2, Mdhl-n 
and ^ 20 loci in coupling phase in about 13,187 F2 plants. 
Genetic instability was evident at the k2 Mdhl Y20 chromosomal region in T239 and 
the k2 Mdhl-n Y20 chromosomal region in T26I by introducing the w4-m and Y18-m mutable 
systems, and by introducing the allele of PI S67.630A into T239 {k2) and T261 {k2 
Mdhl-n) genetic backgrounds. Sixteen bright yellow mutants with tan saddle seed coat, 
malate dehydrogenase null phenotypes and 21 greenish yellow mutants with tan saddle seed 
coat have been isolated. Fifteen bright yeUow mutants and 21 greenish yellow mutants were 
found to be due to the mutations at the Mdhl Y20 loci in T239. However, no mutants 
were identified in 945 F2 families in the control crosses with the T239 isogenic line, Harosoy, 
as one parent, indicating that the mutations at the Mdhl Y20 loci in T239 were due to the 
impact of the k2 allele in T239. The genetic instability at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal 
region was hypothesized to be receptor element activities at this chromosomal region which 
may contain complex chromosomal rearrangements in T239 and T261. 
Finally, a heritable heterozygous female semisterile factor has been isolated in L67-
3483 genetic background and four monogenically inherited nuclear recessive male-sterile 
mutants have been isolated and are reported in this dissertation research. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is presented in the alternative format. Following the General 
Introduction, a Literature Review related to the dissertation research is presented. Six papers 
follow the Literature Review. Each paper is complete in itself with an abstract, introduction, 
materials and methods, results and discussion, and the references cited. The first paper, 
accepted by The Journal of Heredity, describes the inheritance and linkage between the k2 
and Mdhl-n loci. The second manuscript describes the genetic instability at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 chromosomal region. The third manuscript describes the preferential recombination in 
repulsion phase and linkage estimation between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci. The fourth 
manuscript describes the isolation and genetic characterization of seven new mutants at the k2 
Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. The fifth manuscript describes the isolation of a 
heterozygous female semisterile factor. The last paper, published in the Soybean Genetics 
Newsletter, describes the isolation of four nuclear recessive monogenically inherited male-
sterile mutants. The manuscripts are followed by a General Summary which presents, in 
brief, the major findings and conclusions of the dissertation research. General References 
cited in the General Introduction and Literature Review are listed following the General 
Summary. A brief Vita of the dissertation author follows the General References. 
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Background and Objectives 
Both nuclear and cytoplasmic inherited yellow foliage mutants have been reported in 
soybean (Palmer and Kilen 1987). Among the yellow foliage mutants, five are nuclear 
inherited mutants at the >20 (yellow foliage), Mdhl-n (mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 
null), and k2 (tan saddle seed coat) chromosomal region. Genetic Type T253 was a 
spontaneous mutant in T239, which was a spontaneous mutant in cultivar 'Harosoy' genetic 
background. T2S3 was originally recorded as a tan saddle seed coat and yeUow foliage 
mutant (Palmer 1984), subsequently, T253 was identified as malate dehydrogenase 1 (Mdhl) 
null (Hedges and Palmer 1992). Palmer (1984) checked about 25,000 F2/F3 plants derived 
fi-om crossing T253 with wild type plants. No recombinations were detected between yellow 
foliage (y20) and tan saddle seed coat (Jc2) phenotypes. The yellow foliage (y20) and tan 
saddle seed coat (k2) always were co-inherited as a single nuclear recessive Mendelian gene 
(Pahner 1984). Four yellow foliage (y20) and Mdhl null mutants have been reported. T317 
was a somaclonal variant generated fi'om tissue culture with yellow foliage {y20) and Mdhl 
null phenotypes (Amberger et al. 1992). T323, T324, and T325 were isolated in progeny 
rows of the w4-m mutable line (Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 1989). However, no 
mutability has been observed for T323, T324, and T325 when they were pure lines (Palmer et 
al. 1989). All the yellow foliage (y20) and Mdhl null mutants were allelic, and were co-
inherited as a single recessive nuclear gene (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). 
No confirmed crossovers between the >20 axidMdhl-n loci have been identified (Hedges and 
Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer et al. 1989). Genetic Type T261, a spontaneous mutant 
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in cuitivar 'Mandarin Ottawa' genetic background, was originally recorded as a tan saddle 
seed coat mutant, subsequently, it was confirmed asMdhl null (Chen and Palmer 1996). 
L67-3483 was a tan saddle seed coat mutant generated by X -ray radiation in cuitivar 'Clark' 
genetic background (Rode and Bernard 1975). 
Thus, a total of eight mutants have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal 
region in soybean (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Pahner 1992; Pahner 1984; Pahner 
1989 et al; Rode and Bernard 197S). Several questions have been posed regarding this 
chromosomal region. One is how many independent genetic loci determine the tan saddle 
seed coat, Mdhl null, and yellow foUage phenotypes ? Are these three traits conditioned by 
a single nuclear gene with pleiotropic effects, or by two or three distinct but closely linked 
genetic loci ? If two or three distinct genetic loci are involved, the isolation of single 
mutations at the tan saddle seed coat (A:2), Mdhl null, and yellow foliage (y20) loci, 
respectively, will be necessary. The second question is what are the genetic distances 
among them if two or three distinct genetic loci are involved in this chromosomal region ? 
The third question is what is (are) the genetic mechanism(s) for the mutations for yellow 
foUage, Mdhl null, and tan saddle seed coat, which occurred spontaneously (T239 and 
T261), or were induced by tissue culture (T317), and by X-ray radiation (L67-3483). T323, 
T324 and T325 were isolated in the w4-m mutable line (T322), which has purple and white 
flowers, and is indicative of the presence of an active transposable element. Are there any 
transposable element systems residing at or near this k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region ? 
Thus, the objectives of this dissertation research were to: (1) screen the soybean 
germplasm for single mutations for tan saddle seed coat {k2\ Mdhl null {Mdhl-ri), and 
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yellow foliage (y20) phenotypes, respectively, and to determine the allelism and inheritance of 
these new mutants; (2) determine the genetic distance between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci, and 
between the k2 and Mdhl-ny20 loci by using the available mutants; (3) determine whether a 
transposable element resides at or near the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region by 
introducing the w4-m^ Y18-m mutable systems into the k2 (T239, T261, and L67-3483) 
genetic backgrounds. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Transposable Element Systems in Soybean 
Unlike most genes which occupy fixed positions within the chromosomes of the cell, 
transposable elements (TE) are units of DNA capable of changing their positions in the 
genome (Doring and Starlinger 1986). In structure it can be simple, consisting of only a few 
genes that promote transposition, bracketed by special recognition sequences (Chandler and 
Hardeman 1992; Peterson 1987). TE systems usually consist of two components, a 
regulatory or autonomous element which is an active element possessing all components 
necessary for transposition; and a receptor or nonautonomous element which is derived from 
a deletion of a regulatory or autonomous element and has lost one or more functions required 
for transposition, but the structural features necessary for transposition remain intact. When 
there are no regulatory elements present in the genome, the receptor element produces a 
stable recessive phenotype. The presence of a regulatory element in the genome from the 
same TE system can induce mutability both somatically and germinally at the locus where the 
element resides. The transposition of a TE results in a mutable phenotype that is usually 
variegated (Nevers et al. 1986; Nelson 1989; Vodkin 1989). 
The presence of a TE in a gene may inhibit or alter the gene's expression (Burr and 
Burr 1981; Freeling 1984; Walbot 1992; Weil and Wessler 1990). The subsequent excision 
of a nonautonomous or autonomous element can give rise to a lot of consequences. A 
precise excision, which is the removal of the element at the target site duplication, restores the 
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sequence of wild type DNA. An imprecise excision changes the DNA sequence of the locus 
(Coen et al. 1989). Therefore, gross chromosomal changes can be produced by the activity 
of a TE. Deletions are only one of the many possible chromosomal rearrangements 
(Robertson and Stinard 1987). More complicated chromosomal rearrangements produced by 
TE activities, including chromosome breakages, translocations, inversions and duplications, 
have been reported (Coen et al. 1986; Fedoroff 1988; Fincham and Sastry 1974; Martin et 
al. 1988). 
Although mutations caused by TEs were analyzed and described in detail in maize in 
the 1940s (McClintock 1942, 1949, 1950), mutations attributable to TEs were analyzed as 
early as the middle of the nineteenth century (Darwin 1868). Up to now, at least 20 different 
mutable loci in maize, and 3S mutable genes in snapdragon, and more than 56 mutable genes 
in 31 other plant species have been reported (Nevers et al. 1986; Vodkin 1989). 
There is increasing evidence that TEs may play an important role in the evolution of 
species (Fedoroflf 1989; Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1985). The chromosomal rearrangements 
induced by TEs may be instrumental m restructuring the genome in the course of evolution 
(Martin et al. 1988; Peterson 1987; Wessler 1988). Also, other rearrangements may modify 
gene expression by virtue of deletions or insertions, or possibly by changing the gene positions 
in the genome (Fedoroflf 1983). Due to the sensitivity of some TEs to the changes of their 
physical and physiological environment, a possible role in development also has been 
postulated (Fedoroflf 1989). 
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Mutable AUeles in Soybean 
The phenomenon of variegation, such as spotted, striped or mosaic appearance, has 
long been a source of fascination to geneticists. In plants variegation is most easily 
recognized as irregularities in pigment patterns on leaves, flowers, and seeds. Variegation 
can be caused by genetic alterations implemented by transposable elements. The term 
"mutable allele" was used to refer to a special mutational condition of a locus characterized by 
frequent reversion to wUd type or to a new, intermediate condition in somatic and / or 
germinal cells. Likewise, the term "mutability" most commonly was used to designate the 
capacity of an allele to revert to the wild type condition. The phenotypes of plants with 
mutable alleles are usually variegated. 
Three mutable alleles (YI8-m, w4-m, and r-m) have been identified in soybean 
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.]. However, the mutable loci identified have not been characterized 
at the molecular level. Genetic evidence for the presence of mutable gene systems in soybean 
has accumulated over the past several years. 
Y18-m mutable allele which is involved in chloroplast development 
In 1951, a soybean plant exhibiting green/yellow leaf variegation was identified in the 
cultivar "Lincohi" grown at Ames, Iowa, by C. R. Weber, and has been described genetically 
(Peterson and Weber 1969). It was established that the mutation arose at the YI8 locus, a 
nuclear gene that contributes to chloroplast development. The unstable allele gave rise to 
sectored or variegated green/yellow leaves, which indicated somatic mutability events. This 
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Y18-m allele mutated both somatically and germinally. In contrast to most unstable genes 
identified in other plant systems, the Y18-m mutated fi^om dominant green state (YI8) to the 
recessive yellow state (yI8), producing a pattern of "reverse variegation" (Chandlee et al. 
1989). The instability of Y18'm allele was affected by temperature (Sheridan and Palmer 
1977). YI8 oryI8, in each case of the revertant allele, appeared to be stable in subsequent 
generations. The mutation to Y18 was much less fi-equent than the mutation to yI8. The 
yellow mutants were lethal under normal field conditions, but some plants could survive in 
greenhouse or growth chamber (Peterson and Weber 1969). These mutable features strongly 
suggested that a TE was involved in the Y18-m locus in soybean. 
w4-m mutable allele which is involved in anthocyanin biosynthesis 
Anthocyanin biosynthesis in flowers and other plant parts of soybean depends upon the 
interaction of several genetic loci. Anthocyanin genes are useful genetic markers, and the 
elucidation of genetic controls of anthocyanin biosynthesis in soybean may facilitate the 
characterization of putative transposable elements in mutable alleles of anthocyanin genes. 
Wild type purple flowers are conditioned by the WI-, w3w3, and W4 - loci. Absence or near 
absence of anthocyanin pigmentation in flowers is conditioned, respectively, by the recessive 
alleles of the W1 and W4 loci. Recessive alleles of the W1 locus are epistatic to the W4 
locus. The intensity of pigmentation is modified by the W2 and Wm loci, where recessive 
alleles condition, respectively, carmine and magenta flowers (Groose and Palmer 1986; 
Groose and Palmer 1991; Palmer and Kilen 1987). 
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A mutable w4-m allele has been discovered at the W4 locus, which is involved in the 
production of anthocyanin pigmentation (Groose and Palmer 1986). The mutable w4-m allele 
was carried in an Asgrow Seed Co. breeding line and reverted at a high frequency from the 
recessive form (white) to the dominant form (purple) either somatically or germinally. 
Somatic reversions that were stable were purple flowered plants. Germinal reversions were 
on the order of approximately 6% in mutable lines. The reversion of the mutable w4-m allele 
in flower petal, hypocotyl, and germline was independent of temperature in contrast to 
reversion of Y18-m (Groose et al. 1988). The revertant alleles were stable. Approximately 
1% of the progenies derived from germinal revertant plants contained mutations at other loci 
(Groose et al. 1990). This feature as well as the occurrence of pale flower phenotypes and 
changes of state suggested that a transposable element system is producing the unstable 
phenotype (Pakner et al. 1989). 
Three yellow foliage and mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 {Mdhl) null mutants. 
Genetic Types T323, T324, and T325, have been isolated in an experiment designed for gene 
tagging studies using the w4-m mutable allele (Pahner et al. 1989). A total of five yellow 
foliage mutants have been isolated at the k2 (tan saddle seed coat), Mdhl-n (malate 
dehydrogenase 1 null), mdy20 (yellow foliage) chromosomal region. Genetic Type T253 
was found as a spontaneous mutation in T239 genetic background with tan saddle seed coat, 
mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and yellow foliage phenotypes (Hedges and 
Pahner 1992; Palmer 1984). Genetic Type T317 was a somaclonal variant with yellow 
foliage and Mcfftl null phenotypes generated from tissue culture (Amberger at al. 1992). 
Each of these five yellow foliage mutants lacks the same two mitochondrial malate 
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dehydrogenase isozyme bands, which is conditioned by the Mdhl-n allele. No recombination 
has been detected between the Mdhl null and the yellow foliage (y20) phenotypes. The two 
phenotypes in the mutants could not be separated genetically and the genotype o(Mdhl-n y20 
was inherited as a single recessive allele (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Pakner 1992; 
Palmer et al. 1989). Genetic data indicated that the five mutants were allelic at the Mdhl-n 
and y20 loci for malate dehydroganase 1 null and yellow foliage phenotypes, respectively. 
The complete linkage suggested that deletions occurred at the Mdhl-ny20 loci due to 
imprecise excision of a putative w^-m-related transposable element (Pahner et al. 1989). 
r-m mutable allele which is involved in seed coat pigmentation 
Most commercially grown soybean varieties have yellow seed coats. However, some 
soybean varieties are self-colored and accumulate anthocyanins within the epidermal layer of 
the seed coat. The I locus and the R locus along with the pleiotropic Tlocus have major 
effects on seed coat color. Unlike other species in which the presence of pigment is usually 
the dominant phenotype, the absence of anthocyanin pigments in soybean seed coat is 
dominant because of the I allele, which inhibits pigment accumulation, resulting in yellow seed 
coat. Cultivars that are homozygous recessive (/) are self-colored, and have pigment 
distributed across the entire seed coat. Cultivars with the i-i and i-k alleles have pigment 
restricted to the hilum and saddle region, respectively. The R locus controls the color of the 
pigment in self-colored (/) seed coats. In the presence of the dominant R allele, pigmented 
seed coats are black. In the homozygous recessive condition (r), pigmented seed coats 
contain a brown pigment (Palmer and Kilen 1987). 
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The mutable allele, r-m, conditions a variegated distribution of black spots and/or 
concentric rings of pigment superimposed on an otherwise brown seed coat (Chandlee and 
Vodkin 1988). The r-m mutable allele causes expression at the R locus to switch between 
active and inactive phases both somatically and germinally. Nonheritable somatic changes of 
alleles produced single plants containing mixtures of seeds with different seed coat colors 
(black + striped or brown + striped). Heritable changes of the r-m allele were manifested in 
progenies which produced all black seed or all brown seed. Interestingly, subsequent 
generations from revertant sublines showed continuous instability of the allele such that brown 
revertant (r*/r* ) or homozygous black seed revertant (R*/R*) could give rise to striped or 
striped + black seeded plants. Thus the revertants produced by the r-m allele were not 
stable, but interconvert among all three form (R*, r*, and r-m) at detectable frequencies 
(Chandlee and Vodkin 1989). It was suggested that an active sequence or TE residing at or 
near the r-m allele may be the reason for the changes in gene expression that occurred at this 
locus (Chandlee et al. 1989). 
Transposable Element Like Insertion Sequences in Soybean 
To date, there are no documented examples of movement from an element at any of 
the three soybean alleles described above that showed variegation effects to other loci. 
However, there is molecular evidence for the presence of at least one transposable element 
family in soybean. The first soybean 3.5 kb insertion element, Tgm 1 that blocks the seed 
lectin gene expression (Goldberg et al. 1983) was identified by sequence analysis of a stable 
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recessive mutation in the seed abortive lectin gene (Vodkin et al. 1983; Rhodes and Vodkin 
1985). Although genetically stable, this insertion showed the inverted repeat termini and 
target site duplication which are characteristic of TEs (Chandler and Hardeman 1992; Doring 
and Starlinger 1986; Fedorofif 1983). Soybean lectin is a moderately abundant protein 
produced in the cotyledons during seed development. Normally, lectin accounts for about 2-
5% of the total seed protein. But several lines do not express lectin, and the absence of 
lectin is inherited as a stable recessive single gene trait (Goldberg et al. 1983). In lectin null 
lines, the coding region of the lectin gene is interrupted by a 3.5 kb insertion, Tgm 1, which 
blocks expression of the lectin gene (Goldberg et al. 1983; Okamuro and Goldberg 1992). 
The complete sequence of the element revealed a complex series of small inverted repeat 
borders (Rhodes and Vodkin 1985), but no large open reading frames. Tgm / is a deletion 
derivative of much larger (more than 12 kb) elements, some of which contam an open reading 
frame with homology to ORF 1, the open frame found within an intron of maize En/Spm 
(Rhodes and Vodkin 1988). 
Comparisons of the terminal sequences among several plant elements showed that 
soybean Tgm 1 and two TE systems, En/Spm in maize and Tam 1 and Tom 2 in snapdragon, 
have very similar 13 bp sequence at their termini and are flanked by 3 bp direct repeats 
(Rhodes and Vodkin 1985; Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1985; Vodkin and Rhodes 1986; Vodkin 
1989). These structural features demonstrate that Tgm 1 entered the lectin gene by a 
transposition mechanism. The 5' and 3' borders of these elements also contain several 
hundred base pairs of extended tandemly duplicated palindromic repeats (Rhodes and Vodkin 
1985; Bonsa et al. 1984). 
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Six Tgm /-related elements, Tgm 2 to Tgm 7, have been cloned (Rhodes and Vodkin 
1988). Some of these elements have a large open reading frame similar to ORF 1, an open 
reading frame in the maize En/Spm transposable element (Rhodes and Vodkin 1988). 
Conservation of an open reading frame sequence between these three diverse plant species, 
maize, soybean, and snapdragon, suggests a functional significance for the open reading 
frame sequence and possibly it encodes a transposase. 
The termini of these elements all began with the same five bases, CACTA, and all 
duplicate a three-base sequence of the target DNA. In addition to these features, all of these 
elements possessed sequences just internal to the 5' and 3' termini which are composed of a 
series of repeated sequences, most of which occurred as inverted repeats (Rhodes and Vodkin 
1988). The repeating sequences were referred to by various authors as the "common motif' 
region, the "extended palindromic borders," or the "subterminal repeats". The repeated 
sequence, however, was different for each element (Vodkin 1989). 
The subterminal repeats can be represented in two different ways. In one format, 
they were depicted as a series of hairpins formed by pairing adjacent inverted sequences. Tgm 
/ has 13 hairpins in 726 bp of 5' border sequence and only 2 hairpins within 137 nucleotides 
of 3' sequence. In the left border, hairpins 9-13 represent a highly conserved tandem repeat 
unit of 54 bp. The functional significance of these subterminal repeats or possible secondary 
structures within them is unknown. However, the sequence of the borders is highly conserved 
in Tgm /-related elements, and were found at other locations in the soybean genome (Rhodes 
and Vodkin 1988). Also, it has been noted that there is some homology between the stems 
of Tgm 1 and the lectin target gene (Vodkin et al. 1983), and those of Tam 1 and the 
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chalcone synthase target gene (Bonas et al. 1984), suggesting that there may be a site 
preference for insertion that may be modulated by the border sequences. Taken together, 
the evidence suggests that there is a fimctional role for the borders of the En/Spm-Tcm-Tffn I 
class of transposons. 
Cross-hybridization studies between the subcloned portion of Tgms indicated that the 
Tgm TE system form a family of deletive derivatives. Comparative analysis of genie 
sequences revealed that the Tgm elements have entered multiple genetic loci in soybean by 
past transposition events and an open reading frame is conserved (Chandlee and Vodkin 
1989). 
Summary 
Significant insights into the biological nature of transposable elements have been 
derived from the examination of variegated, mosaic, or mottled patterns in higher plants. 
The existence of active transposable elements was supported by genetic analysis of variegation 
in soybean. Three mutable alleles, i.e. Y18-m, w4-m, and r-m, and several insertion elements, 
i.e. Tgm family, have been identified in soybean. However, the mutable loci identified have 
not been characterized at the molecular level, and the Tgm family insertion sequences do not 
transpose. Compared to most unstable genes identified in other plant systems, the YI8-m 
mutates from the dominant green state to the recessive yellow state, producing a pattern of 
"reverse variegation". The revertants produced by the r-m allele are not stable. These 
behaviors indicated unusual features of gene regulations that have not been seen in most 
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unstable alleles in other plant systems. The continued instability of germinal revertants is not 
typical of most plant transposable elements. Molecular analysis by Southern Blots indicated 
that DNA extracted from green and yellow tissue of Y18-m using a Tgm 1 probe did not 
reveal any rearrangements of Tg^ /-related elements in the genome (Chandlee et al. 1989). 
Molecular analysis of the r-m allele using Southern Blots indicated that mutability of the allele 
may be associated with rearrangements of Tgm /-related sequence in the genome (Chandlee et 
al. 1989). Thus, it is suggested that the Y18-m locus may well represent a new and 
completely independent TE system distinct from the Tgm family of elements. 
As with other plant species, it is possible that more than one TE system is present in 
the soybean genome. The soybean genome is considered to be a diploidized tetraploid 
(Hymowitz and Singh 1987; Singh and Hymowitz 1988). It may be more difScult to detect 
their activities, because TE systems may be more highly regulated in inbred species, such as 
soybean, than in an outcrossing species like maize. 
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INHERITANCE AND LINKAGE WITH THE k2 AND Mdhl-n LOCI 
IN SOYBEAN 
A paper accepted by The Journal of Heredity 
^Ganfeng Chen and Reid G. Palmer 
Abstract 
Mutants for tan saddle seed coat (k2), for yellow foliage (y20), and for malate dehydrogenase 
[EC 1.1.1.37] 1 {Mdhl) null (Mdhl-n) have occurred both separately and concurrently in 
soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.]. This study examines their relationships by testing 
allelisms, inheritance and recombination among them. 
Isoline L67-3483 and Genetic Type T239 are tan saddle seed coat {k2) mutants, and 
Genetic Type T261 is a tan saddle seed coat {k2) and malate dehydrogenase 1 null (Mdhl-n) 
mutant. Soybean accessions USD A PI 567.391 and PI 567.630A are two Mdhl-n mutants. 
Inheritance studies indicated that the three k2 mutants were allelic and the three Mdhl-n 
mutants were allelic. Both k2 and Mdhl-n were inherited as single nuclear recessive alleles. 
PI 567.630A was homozygous for a chromosome translocation. No linkage was detected 
between the k2 locus and the translocation breakpoint in PI 567.630A 
Approximately 1 ± 1.36% recombination rate between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci was 
detected in coupling phase in the crosses of T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) with wild type plants in about 
5,400 F2 plants. In repulsion phase, however, no recombinants with tan saddle seed and 
Mdhl-n phenotypes were identified in 3,210 F2 plants fi-om crossing T239 (k2) or L67-3483 
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{k2) with PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n). These observations indicated that k2 and Mdhl-n are two 
closely linked loci separated by approximately 1 ± 1.36 centiMorgans. 
The gene symbols, k2 (Columbia 2), k2 (Columbia 1) Mdhl-n (Columbia I), Mdhl-n 
(Ames 5) and Mdhl-n (Ames 6), have been assigned to L67-3483, T261, PI 567.391 and PI 
567.630A, respectively. 
Introduction 
Eight mutants have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in soybean 
(Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Pabner 1984; Rode and Bernard 1975). 
Genetic Type T239 and isoline L67-3483 are tan saddle seed coat (k2) mutants. T253, a 
spontaneous mutant in T239 genetic background, is tan saddle seed coat (k2), mitochondrial 
malate dehydrogenase 1 null (Mdhl-n) and yellow foliage (y20). All three traits 
cosegregated as a single nuclear locus (Hedges and Pahner 1992; Palmer 1984). No 
recombination between the k2 and y20 loci has been detected (Palmer 1984). Four Mdhl-n 
and yellow foliage (y20) mutants, T317, T323, T324, and T325, have been isolated in soybean 
(Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 1989). AH yellow foliage iy20) 
Mdhl-n mutants were allelic, and were co-inherited as a single recessive nuclear gene 
(Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). No confirmed crossovers between the 
y20 and ihe Mdhl-n loci have been identified (Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer 
et al. 1989). Thus, it is not clear if the three traits are defined by a single nuclear gene with 
pleiotropic efifects, or by two or three different but closely linked loci. 
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Genetic Type T261, a tan saddle seed coat mutant, and two Chinese accessions added 
to the USDA germplasm collection, PI 567.391 and PI 567.630A, recently were identified as 
green foliage Mdhl nulls. Thus, T261 has a tan saddle seed coat {k2), but is Mdhl null. 
The precise number of di£ferent genetic loci involved in the k2 Mdhl-ny20 
chromosomal region is unknown. We hypothesize that there are at least three genetically 
independent loci corresponding to the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region. The objectives 
of this study were: (1) to investigate the inheritance of the three tan saddle seed coat mutants 
and the Xhro&Mdhl-n mutants, and (2) to determine the genetic recombination between the 
k2 and the Mdhl-n loci. 
Materials and Methods 
The soybean mutants and wild type parents used in this study are listed in Table 1. The 
experimental materials, Genetic Types T239, T253, T261, and T314, Isolines L67-3483 and 
L74-I060, USDAPI 567.391 and PI 567.630A, were obtained from R. L. Nelson, USDA-
ARS, Urbana, Illinois. T322 has purple and white variegated flowers due to the recessive 
w4-m mutable allele ( Palmer et al. 1989). A94-280 is an F2 plant from a mating of a 
germinal revertant of T322 with T261. T317, T323, T324, and T325 are yellow foliage 
(y20) dSiA Mdhl-n mutants isolated previously (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Pabner 
1992). A1937, X2717, X1878 and X2937 are wild type soybean breeding lines, and were 
obtained from Asgrow Seed company, Ames, Iowa. 
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To better understand the genetics of the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in the 
soybean genome, a brief history of the eight identified mutants at this chromosomal region is 
appropriate. A spontaneous tan saddle seed coat mutant was found in the cuitivar 'I^osoy' 
by R. L. Bernard at Urbana, Illinois in 1961. In 1962, three variegated plants with green and 
yellow leaf sectors were found in self-population of the tan saddle seed coat mutant. Self-
pollination of one of the variegated plants produced progeny with either green foliage or 
yellow foliage phenotype (Hedges and Palmer 1992). Seeds fi'om the yellow foliage plants 
with tan saddle seed coat were assigned to the Genetic Type collection as T239 and T253, 
respectively (Palmer 1984). Mutants T239 and T253 were tested for complementation of 
the tan saddle seed coat phenotype and allelism was confirmed at the k2 locus (Rode and 
Bernard 1975). T261 and L67-3483 were found by L. F. Williams in 1955 and 1956 at 
Columbia, Missouri, in the cultivars 'Mandarin Ottawa' and 'Clark', respectively. T261 was 
recorded as tan saddle spontaneous mutant, whereas L67-3483 was generated by X-ray 
radiation (Rode and Bernard 1975). Genetic Type T261 was tested electrophoretically for 
Mdhl isozyme pattern; and it was identified asMdhl-n. T323, T324, and T325 were 
identified in experiments designed to generate transposable-element-induced mutations by 
using T322 which harbors a putative transposon at the w4-m locus (Hedges and Palmer 1992; 
Palmer et al. 1989). T317 was a spontaneous somaclonal mutant derived fi'om tissue culture 
of the Chinese cuitivar Tilin 3' (PI 427.099) (Amberger et al. 1992). 
Standard soybean crossing techniques were used to obtain cross-pollinations (Walker 
et al. 1979). To verify the success of cross-pollinations, foliage color, seed coat color, and 
pubescence color were used as morphological markers. Crossing and recombination tests 
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were done at the Bruner Farm, Ames, Iowa, and at the Iowa State University-University of 
Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at the Isabela Substation, Isabela, Puerto Rico. PI 567.391 
has variegated seed coat that affects the classification of tan saddle seed. Thus, PI 567.630A 
was selected as the male parent in the recombination studies. To verify the crossovers, 
isozyme fingerprint techniques were applied to detect possible contamination. 
Recombination rate and its standard error were estimated by Kupira and Bhambhani's (1984) 
square root approach and Steven's (1939) method for close linkage. The recombination rate 
was converted to map distances in centiMorgans (CM) using the formula: CM==25 X ln[(100 
+ 2p)/(100-2p)] ± 2500 SE/(2500-p^). Here p=recombination rate, SE=standard error of the 
recombination rate (Jensen and Jorgensen 1975; Kosambi 1944). 
Malate dehydrogenase [EC 1.1.1.37] isozyme pattern determination followed the 
procedure of starch gel electrophoresis described by Cardy and Beversdorf (1984a, b). 
Electrophoretic samples were taken fi'om the cotyledons of four-day-old seedlings by using a 
100-ul micropipette. The samples were stored at -70 °C until assayed. Starch gels were 
prepared by using 11.78% starch concentrations with "B" gel and electrode buffer systems, 
gels were run at a constant power of 9.5 W for 5.5 h in a 4 "C chromatography cooling 
chamber. 
A putative chromosome translocation was observed in PI 567.630A genome, based on 
the semisterility of F1 plants derived fi^om crosses with PI 567.630A. To test the percentage 
of pollen abortion of the heterozygous chromosome translocation, pollen grains were stained 
with 1% I2KI solution and were examined microscopically. Fertile pollen grains were plump 
and stained red-brown; aborted pollen grains were shrunken, collapsed, unstained or only very 
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lightly stained. The average percentage pollen abortion was recorded. Li a plant 
heterozygous for a chromosome translocation, approximately half of the pollen grains are 
aborted; this condition is termed semisterility. Four F2 families from crossing PI S67.630A 
with T261 were checked for the segregation of semisterile and completely fertile plants. 
Families No. 1,2 and 3 were checked by the phenotype of plant fertility at maturity, and 
family No. 4 was examined microscopically for pollen abortion. Crosses between PI 
S67.630A and the standard soybean chromosome translocation line, L74-1060, were made to 
test whether PI 567.630A contained the same chromosome translocation as L74-1060. To 
determine the linkage between the putative chromosome translocation breakpoint with the k2 
locus, cross-pollinations between T261 and PI 567.630A were made. Hybrid seeds were 
advanced to F2 generation. The F2 plants were checked for plant fertility and seed coat 
color; and Chi-square values (X^) were calculate for the observed versus hypothesized 
segregation of 3 yellow seed and semisterile plants ; 1 tan saddle seed and semisterile plants : 
3 yellow seed and fertile plants : 1 tan saddle seed and fertile plants. 
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Results 
AUelism tests and inheritance of the three k2 alleles 
Allelism tests were conducted among the three independent sources of tan saddle mutants. 
The results showed that all of the Fl and F2 seeds were tan saddle (Table 2). No segregation 
of seed coat color was observed on the seeds from F2 plants among all cross combinations, 
indicating that the three independent k2 mutations were allelic. 
To investigate the inheritance of the k2 locus, tan saddle seed mutants were crossed to 
yellow seed wild type, A1937 and X2937. The seeds from Fl plants had yellow seed coats, 
suggesting that k2 was a recessive nuclear allele. F2 segregation of yellow seed coat and tan 
saddle seed coat was observed in all F2 populations as well as their reciprocal crosses (Table 
3). No maternal effect was detected. Chi-square (X^) tests for the goodness of fit of 3 
yellow seed coat; 1 tan saddle seed coat were not significant, establishing that k2 was a single 
nuclear recessive mutant allele. 
Complementation tests and inheritance of the Mdhl-n alleles 
Complementation tests between PI 567.391 and PI 567.630A, and between T261 and PI 567. 
630A as well as allelism tests of PI 567.630A against the previously identified Mdhl-n 
mutants showed that all Fl hybrid seeds Mdhl-n, indicating allelism at \ht Mdhl-n locus 
among all the mutants (Table 4). A segregation ratio of 3 Mdhl present to 1 Mdhl null was 
found in F2 plants from crossing PI 567.391, PI 567.630A, and T261 with T314 and A94-280 
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and their reciprocal crosses (Table S). No maternal effect was observed, 
concluded that Mdhl-n is a nuclear recessive allele. 
Thus, it is 
Recombination tests between the k2 and the Mdhl-n loci 
To estimate the genetic distance between the k2 and iht Mdhl-n loci, recombination tests 
between these two loci were conducted. Recombination tests first were done in the 
repulsion phase {k2 Mdhl/K2 Mdhl-n) with the k2 and the Mdhl-n loci. PI 567.630A was 
selected as the Mdhl-n parent for cross-pollination with T239 and L67-3483. Fl plants 
were allowed to self-pollinate, and F2 plants were threshed individually. An approximate 3; 1 
segregation ratio of seed coat color confirmed that k2 was a single recessive nuclear allele 
(Table 6). Seeds with tan saddle seed coat were tested electrophoreticaliy for the Mdhl 
pattern, and these seeds all contained Mdhl. No recombinants with tan saddle seed coat and 
Mdhl-n phenotypes were identified in 799 F2 plants with tan saddle seeds fi-om crossing T239 
(k2 Mdhl/k2 Mdhl) and L67-3483 {k2 Mdhl/k2 Mdhl) with PI 567.630A iK2 Mdhl-n/K2 
Mdhl-n) (Table 6). 
The second recombination tests were constructed in coupling phase between k2 and 
Mdhl-n loci by crossing T261 (k2 Mdhl-n/k2 Mdhl-n) with wild type plants iK2 Mdhl/K2 
Mdhl). Seed coat color was evaluated in each F2 population, but only those F2 plants with 
tan saddle seed coat were harvested and tested for Mdhl pattern. Twenty-seven plants 
(putative recombinants) with tan saddle seed coat and Mdhl were identified in the 1,350 F2 
plants that had a tan saddle seed coat among the estimated total 5,400 F2 plants (Table 7). 
In this experiment, plants with tan saddle seed coat and Mdhl in the segregating F2 
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populations for seed coat color derived from crossing T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) with wild type plants 
were either recombinants or contaminants. Pollination contamination could only occur from 
T239 or L67-3483 and would only result in a few tan saddle seeds with Mdhl on a plant 
bearing many Mdhl-n and tan saddle seeds. Ten enzymes have been checked for isozyme 
banding patterns among the putative recombinants, T239, and L67-3483. Among the ten 
enzymes, malate dehydrogenase had distinct banding patterns among all putative recombinants 
and L67-3483. Aconitase [EC 4.2.1.3] and phosphoglucose isomerase [EC 5.3.1.9] of the 
T239 had distinct banding patterns from that of all putative recombinants. It was confirmed 
that the twenty-seven plants with tan saddle seed and Mdhl were true recombinants. Thus, 
based on these data, the recombination rate between k2 and Mdhl-n was estimated as 1 ± 
1.36% (Kuspira and Bhambhani 1984; Stevens 1939). The genetic distance between k2 and 
Mdhl-n loci, converted from this recombination rate, was 1 ± 1.36 centiMorgans (Jensen and 
Jorgensen 1975; Kosambi 1944). 
Chromosome translocation in PI S67.630A 
Approximately 50% aborted pollen was evident in F1 plants from crosses between PI 
567.630A with T325, PI 567.391, L67-3483, T239, and T261, which possess normal 
chromosome structure (Table 8). A segregation ratio of 1 semisterile to 1 fertile plant was 
observed in the F2 population (Table 9), which is characteristic of self-pollination of 
heterozygous chromosome translocation F1 plants. Chi-square (X^) tests for the goodness 
of fit of 3 yellow seed coat to 1 tan saddle seed coat indicated nonsignificance (Table 9). 
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Chi-square (X^) tests of the translocation breakpoint and the k2 locus indicated independence 
of the k2 locus and the translocation breakpoint (Table 9). 
Approximately 70-80% pollen abortion was observed in each of two F1 plants from 
crossing PI 567.630A with the standard translocation line L74-1060 (Table 8). Eleven F2 
plants were checked for pollen fertility. One completely fertile plant, one plant with about 
70-80% poUen abortion and nine plants with about 50% pollen abortion were found. It is 
suggested that the genomes of PI 567.630A and L74-1060 contain distinct chromosome 
translocations. 
Discussion 
k2, Mdhl-n »ndy20 are three closely linked but distinct loci 
Ten mutants (including two in this report) have been isolated at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosomal region (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Pahner 1984; Rode and 
Bernard 1975). Our genetic studies indicated that the three independent mutations of tan 
saddle seed coat are allelic and that the three green foliage mutants are allelic to 
previously isolated Mdhl-n mutants. Prior to the present report, it was not possible to 
conclude how many genetically independent loci were involved in this chromosome region. 
Palmer (1984) did not obtain any recombinants between \!la&y20 and the k2 loci in coupling 
phase in about 25,000 F2 and F3 plants from crossing T253 with wild type. The yellow 
foliage {y20) and tan saddle seed coat {k2) phenotypes in T253 always behaved as a single 
nuclear recessive locus. Pahner (1984) suggested that these date were indicative of a small 
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chromosomal deletion, which contained two tightly linked genes, and that the phenotypes 
were not due to the pleiotropy of a single gene. Subsequently, T253 was identified as 
missing two of the three mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase isozymes (Hedges and Pahner 
1992). A similar phenotype has been reported for the four yellow foliage (y20), Mdhl nulls 
T317, T323, T324, and T325 (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). The yellow 
foliage {y20) and ih&Mdhl-n phenotypes always cosegregated in a single recessive Mendelian 
gene fashion. No confirmed crossovers between these two traits were obtained (Amberger 
et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). Whether the yellow foliage and the Mdhl-n 
phenotypes are determined by a single nuclear gene with pleiotropic effect or by two closely 
linked genes had not been resolved. 
Gottschalk (1968, 1976) considered four possibilities of interpreting "pleiotropic gene 
action": (1) A single mutant gene is responsible for the whole spectrum of the mutant 
phenotypes. (2) The effect is caused by a mmute chromosome deficiency involving a small 
group of genes. (3) several closely linked, but genetically independent, genes are mutated, 
each being responsible for a specific part of the "pleiotropic" spectrum of the mutant; plants 
heterozygous for these genes show a segregation comparable to a monohybrid segregation 
because of the rarity or the lack of crossing over between the genes in question. (4) A fourth 
possibility is the combination of cases (1) and (3), of true pleiotropism of single genes and 
mutation of closely linked genes. 
The detection of recombination between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci in coupling phase 
indicated that k2 and Mdhl-n were two distinct genetic loci (Table 7). Although no yellow 
foliage (y20), Mdhl present and yellow seed coat mutants have been identified, the isolation 
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of the newKfdhl-n mutants described in this study clarifies our thoughts on the pleiotropy or 
close linkage of the mutant genes in Genetic Types T2S3, T317, T324, and T32S. Because 
PI S67.630A and PI 567.391 are normal green foliage plants and Mdhl-n, another 
independent genetic locus {y20) could be involved in the yellow foliage phenotype in T253, 
T317, T323, T324, and T325 (Table 1). It is suggested that the yellow foliage {y20), malate 
dehydrogenase null (Mdhl-n), and tan saddle seed coat (k2) phenotypes are conditioned by 
three distinct, but closely linked genetic loci. According to this interpretation, T253 is a 
triple mutant or more likely has a chromosomal deletion spanning the three loci; T317, T323, 
T324, and T325 are double mutants at they20 and Mdhl loci (case 2 of Gottschalk, 1976) 
and T261 could be a double mutant at the k2 Mdhl loci (case 3 of Gottschalk, 1976). 
Finally, the gene symbols k2 (Columbia 2), k2 (Columbia 1) Mdhl-n (Columbia 1), Mdhl-n 
(Ames 5) and Mdhl-n (Ames 6) are assigned to L67-3483, T261, PI 567.391, and PI 
567.630A, respectively. 
Although the precise gene order and the genetic distance among the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosome region can not be determined at present, our data suggest that the genetic 
distance between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci is 1 ± 1.36 centiMorgans. The lack of 
recombinants in repulsion phase was the result of the inability to detect such recombinants 
(Table 6). In 4-class F2 data, either A-aa or aaB- phenotypes are recombinants in coupling 
phase; whereas, only aabb phenotype is recombinant in repulsion phase. According to 
Hanson (1959), the probability of observing a recombinant in repulsion phase when expressed 
in terms of 1% recombination rate (p) is pV4=0.000025. Thus, the probability of not 
observing a recombinant in repulsion phase in 3,210 F2 plants is about 0.93. Based on 
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estimated 1% recombination rate between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci, in repulsion phase, the F2 
family size, to be reasonably certain (P=0.01 Of failing) to identify a recombinant, would be 
92,593 plants (Hanson 1959). 
PI 567.630A contains a chromosome translocation 
Sbc chromosome translocations have been described in soybean genome (Palmer and Heer 
1984; Palmer 1985). Palmer et al. (1987) evaluated 26 Gfycine soja accessions from China 
and 30 G. soJa accessions from the former USSR. They found that 21 Chinese and 26 
former USSR accessions were identical in chromosome structure to the known standard 
translocation line L74-1060. In this study, a translocation was identified in the PI 567.630A 
genome. Intercrosses of PI 567.630A with L74-1060 produced about 70-80% pollen 
abortion in F1 hybrids. In F2 plants, genetic segregations of normal fertile plants and 
semisterile plants with about 70-80% or about 50% pollen abortion were observed. 
Therefore, the chromosome translocations in PI 567.630A and L74-1060 are not identical and 
probably involve distinct chromosomes. 
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Table 1. Description of soybean lines used for inheritance and recombination studies 
Genetic Type ' Strain no. Gene symbol Phenotype 
T239 163-365 k2 (Urtjana) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 present, and 
green foliage. 
L67-3483 " k2 (Columbia 2) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 present, and 
green foliage 
T253 L67-4415A k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Urtana) y20 (Urbana) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow foliage 
T261 856-26 k2 (Columbia 1) Mdh1-n (Columbia 1) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
green foliage 
T314 cyt-Y4 Yellow foliage, vigorous 
T317 LA45-1-5-1 Mdh1-n (Ames 1) y20 (Ames 1) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T322 A25AF w4-m Purple and white variegated flowers 
T323 CD-I Mdhl-n (Ames 2) y20 (Ames 2) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T324 CD-2 Mdh1-n (Ames 3) y20 (Ames 3) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T325 CD-3 Mdhl-n (Ames 4) y20 (Ames 4) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Pi 567.391 " A93-125 Mdhl-n (Ames 5) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and green foliage 
PI 567.630A ° A93-309 Mdhl-n (Ames 6) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and green foliage 
A1937 Normal wild type 
X2937 Normal wild type 
X1878 Normal wild type 
X2717 Normal wild type 
A94-280"  ^ W4W4 Normal wild type 
L74-1060 " Homozygous for a chromosomal translocation 
U) K> 
a : Soybean Genetic Type Collection of USDA-ARS. 
b: Soybean Isoline Collection of USDA-ARS. 
c; Plant introduction number of USDA-ASR. 
d : F2 plants from a germinal revertant of T322 crossed with T261. 
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Table 2. Complementation and allelism tests of the three independent sources 
of tan saddle seed coat mutants {k2) in soybean 
Cross No. of F2 families Phenotype of seed coat from F1 and F2 
plants 
T261X L67-3483 5 Tan saddle 
T261XT239 10 Tan saddle 
T239 X L67-3483 3 Tan saddle 
T239 X T261 13 Tan saddle 
T239XT253 6 Tan saddle 
T253 X T239 5 Tan saddle 
T253 X L67-3483 18 Tan saddle 
T253 X T261 5 Tan saddle 
a: Each F2 family contained approximately 100 F2 plants. 
About 6,500 F2 plants checked for seed coat color segregation. 
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Table 3. F2 segregation data from the crosses of the three independent sources 
of the tan saddle seed coat mutants {k2) with yeUow seed coat wild types and 
their reciprocal crosses in soybean 
Cross Yellow seed Tan saddle seed yZ a A p:i) P 
A1937XT239 97 32 0.00 1.00 
A1937 X L67-3483 124 37 0.35 0.55 
A1937XT261 88 24 0.76 0.38 
T239XA1937 176 44 2.93 0.09 
L67-3483XX2937 105 38 0.19 0.66 
T261 XA1937 92 35 0.44 0.51 
Pooled data 682 210 1.01 0.32 
Pooled X^ (df=6) 4.68 0.59 
Homogeneity X^ (df=5) 3.67 0.60 
a : test for the goodness of fit of 3 yellow seed to 1 tan saddle seed. 
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Table 4. Complementation tests of ihtMdhl'n alleles in soybean 
Cross No. of F1 seeds Phenotype 
PI 567.630A X PI 567.391 
T325XT261 
T317XT261 
T261 X PI 567.630A 
T325 X PI 567.630A 
(T323 X T253) X PI 567.630A 
CT324 X T253) X PI 567.630A 
(T325 X T253) X PI 567.630A 
6 
3 
5 
1" 
5 
7 
1 
12 
Mdh1 null 
Mdh1 null 
Mdh1 null 
Mdh1 null 
Mdhi null 
Mdh1 null 
Mdh1 null 
Mdh1 null 
a : 89 F2 plants checked for the Mdh1 pattern and all seeds were Mdh1 null. 
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Table 5. F2 segregation data from the crosses of the three green foliage Mdhl null 
mutants with Mdhl present wild types and their reciprocal crosses in soybean 
Cross Mdhl present Mdhl null yZ a X (3:1) P 
PI 567. 391 X T314 108 32 0.34 0.56 
T314 X PI 567.391 131 38 0.57 0.45 
PI 567.630AXT314 75 24 0.03 0.86 
T314 X PI 567.630A 205 74 0.35 0.55 
A94-280XT261 571 195 0.09 0.76 
Pooled data 1090 33 0.00 1.00 
Pooled X^ (df=5) 1.38 0.93 
Homogeneity X^ (df=4) 1.38 0.85 
a: test for the goodness of fit of 3 Mdh1 present to 1 Mdhl null. 
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Table 6. Recombination tests in repulsion phase in F2 generation from the crosses of 
T239 {k2 Mdkl/k2 Afdhl) and L67-3483 (k2 Mdkl/k2 Mdhl) with PI 567.630A 
{K2 Mdhl-n/K2 Mdhl-n) in soybean 
Cross Yellow * Tan saddle P 
Mdhl present Mdhl absent 
T239 X PI 567.630A 1256 421 0 0.01 0.92 
L67-3483 X PI 567.630A 1155 378 0 0.10 0.75 
a; Yellow seed not tested for Mdh1. 
b: X^test for the goodness of fit of 3 yellow seed to 1 tan saddle seed. 
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Table 7. Recombination tests in coupling phase in F2 generation from the crosses 
of T261 ik2 Mdhl-n/k2 Mdhl-n) with wUd types {K2 Mdhl/K2 Mdhl) and their 
reciprocal crosses in soybean 
Cross Tan saddle coat seed 
Mdhl null Mdhl present 
A1937XT261 259 5 
X2717XT261 108 4 
T261 XX1878 92 0 
T261XA1937 141 2 
T261XX2717 89 1 
T261XX2937 348 7 
T261XA94-280 287 8 
Total 1323 27 
Estimated total F2 population size 5400 
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Table 8. Percentage pollen abortion in the crosses of PI S67.630A with six normal 
chromosomal structure plants and one homozygous chromosome translocation 
plant in soybean 
Cross No. of F1 plants Pollen abortion 
T325 X PI 567.630A 5 ~ 50% 
PI 567.391 X PI 567.630A 5 ~ 50% 
L67-3483 X PI 567.630A 5 ~ 50% 
T239 X PI 567.630A 5 ~ 50% 
T261 X PI 567.630A 5 ~ 50% 
L74-1060 " X PI 567.630A 2 ~ 70-80% 
a ; Homozygous for a chromosome translocation. 
Table 9. F2 segregation data for linkage determination between seed coat color {k2) locus and the chromosome translocation 
breakpoint in PI 567.630A from the crosses of T261 {k2 Mdhl-n) with PI 567.630A {Mdhl-n) in soybean. 
Families Semisterile plants Fertile plants P(3;i) X*(i;i)(3:i)'' P(i:i)(3:i) 
Yellow seed Tan saddle seed Yellow seed Tan saddle seed 
1 20 8 25 8 0.41 0.52 0.05 0.82 0.60 0.90 
2 30 14 34 10 0.00 1.00 0.24 0.62 1.18 0.76 
3 32 12 30 10 0.19 0.66 0.06 0.81 0.32 0.96 
4 38 15 44 14 0.23 0.63 0.08 0.78 0.54 0.91 
Pooled data 120 49 133 42 0.11 0.74 0.39 0.53 1.61 0.66 
Pooled X^ (df=3) 0.83 0.84 0.43 0.93 2.64 0.45 
Homogeneity X^ (df=2) 0.72 0.70 0.04 0.98 1.03 0.60 
a : test for the goodness of fit of 1 semisterile: 1 fertile plant. 
b; X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 yellow seed ; 1 tan saddle seed plant. 
c: X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 yellow seed and semisterile plant: 1 tan saddle seed 
and semisterile plant; 3 yellow seed and fertile plant: 1 tan saddle seed and fertile plant. 
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GENETIC INSTABILITY AT THE k2 Mdhl-n y20 CHROMOSOMAL 
REGION IN SOYBEAN 
A paper to be submitted to Theoretical and Applied Genetics 
Xianfeng Chen and Reid G. Pahner 
Abstract 
Ten mutants have been reported at the k2 (tan saddle seed coat), Mdhl-n (mitochondrial 
malate dehydrogenase 1 null), y20 (yellow foliage) chromosomal region in soybean [Glycine 
max (L.) Merr]. The precise genetic mechanism(s) in generating these mutants is (are) not 
known. The objective of this study was to determine whether genetic instability exists at this 
chromosomal region. We introduced the w4-m and YI8-m mutable systems into the three 
independent sources of tan saddle seed coat mutants, T239 {k2\ T261 {k2 Mdhl-n), and 
L67-3483 (k2). A total of 12 bright yellow mutants with tan saddle seed coat, malate 
dehydrogenase null phenotypes have been isolated. Among them, 11 were found in 11 F2 
mutant families out of977 total F2 families derived from crossing T239 {k2\ T261 {k2 Mdhl-
«), and L67-3483 (k2) with six lines that were suspected to contain active transposable 
elements. One bright yellow mutant was found in the F3 generation derived from the cross 
A1937 X T239 {k2). Among the 11 F2 mutant families, 10 out of 381 F2 families were 
associated with T239 {k2) genetic background, and one out of 323 F2 families was associated 
with T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) genetic background. However, no mutation events out of 273 F2 
families were associated with L67-3483 {k2) genetic background. Allelism and inheritance 
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studies indicated that these 12 bright yellow mutants were new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 
chromosomal region. However, no yellow mutants were identified in a total of 883 F2 
families in the control crosses with Harosoy, a T239 isogenic line, as one parent, indicating 
that the mutations at the Mdhl Y20 loci were due to the impact of the k2 allele in T239. 
Thus, genetic instability was established at this chromosomal region when introducing the w4-
m and Y18-m mutable systems into T239 ik2) and T261 (k2Mdhl-n) genetic backgrounds. 
The genetic mechanism responsible for this high frequency of instability at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 
chromosomal region was hypothesized to be due to receptor element activities at this 
chromosomal region which may contain complex chromosomal rearrangements in T239 and 
T261. 
Additionally, 21 greenish yellow mutants were identified in the total of977 F2 
families. All 21 greenish yellow mutants were associated with T239 {k2) genetic background. 
The mutations for greenish yellow foliage only affected foliage color at seedling stage. 
Cosegregations of the tan saddle seed coat with greenish yellow foliage were observed for 
these 21 greenish yellow mutants, suggesting that the greenish yellow phenotype may be due 
to the pleiotropic effect of the k2 allele in T239 or may be due to chromosomal 
rearrangements at /or near the k2 allele in T239. 
Introduction 
Three distinct genetic loci have been defined at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in 
soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). The>'20 allele conditions 
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yellow foliage phenotype, Ola&Mdhl-n allele conditions mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 
(MdhI) null phenotype, and the k2 allele conditions tan saddle seed coat phenotype. The 
precise gene order at this chromosomal region is not known. The genetic distance between 
the k2 and ihsMefftl-n loci is 1 ± 1.36 centiMorgans estimated in coupling phase derived from 
crossing T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) with wild type plants (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). Ten mutants 
have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. Among them, one is a triple 
mutant at the k2, Mdhl-n, aDAy20 loci. Four are double mutants at the Mdhl-n andy20 loci. 
One is a double mutant at the k2 and Mdhl-n loci. Two are single mutants at the k2 locus. 
Two are single mutants at the Mdhl-n locus (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; 
Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer et al. 1989). 
Genetic Type T2S3, a spontaneous mutant in T239 background, is a tan saddle seed 
coat (k2), mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 null (Mdhl-n\ and yellow foliage (y20) 
mutant. These three traits cosegregated as a single nuclear locus (Hedges and Palmer 1992; 
Palmer 1984). No recombination between the k2 and the >'20 loci has been detected in 
coupling phase in about 25,000 F2/F3 plants derived from the crosses of T253 with wild type 
plants (Palmer 1984). It was suggested that the tan saddle seed coat (k2) and the yeUow 
foliage (y20) phenotypes of T253 were the result of a small chromosomal deletion, which 
contained two tightly linked genes, k2 and y20. Subsequentiy, T253 was confirmed to be 
Mdhl null (Hedges and Palmer 1992). 
In 1984, a soybean mutable line with purple and white variegated flowers was 
identified in an Asgrow Seed Company breeding line (Groose et al. 1988). Genetic Type 
T322 and gene symbol w4-m were assigned to this mutable system. Ttae&Mdhl null and 
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yellow foliage (y20) mutants. Genetic Types T323, T324, and T325, were isolated in a gene 
tagging experiment using this w4-m mutable allele (Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 
1989). T317 also is a Mdhl null and yellow foliage (y20) somaclonal variant from tissue 
culture (Amberger et al. 1992). These four yellow foliage, Mdhl null mutants were allelic at 
the>'20 locus and at ^eMdhl-n locus, respectively; and the yellow foliage mAMdhl null 
phenotypes always co-inherited as a single nuclear recessive Mendelian gene (Amberger et al. 
1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). No confirmed crossovers between the ^ 20 and iia&Mdhl-n 
loci have been identified (Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer et al. 1989). It was 
suggested that a small deletion occurred at \!a&y20 and iSa&Mdhl-n loci in these yellow foliage 
and Mdhl null mutants (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; Hedges and Palmer 
1992; Palmer et al. 1989). 
Several mutants with saddle seed coat patterns controUed by kl, k3 and i-k alleles have 
been described in soybean (Bernard and Weiss 1973; Palmer and Kilen 1987). The black, 
imperfect black or buff color in the saddle region are controlled by the same genes that control 
hilum color (Bernard and Weiss 1973). Genetic Types T239 and T261, and Clark isoline 
L67-3483 are tan saddle seed coat (k2) mutants (Rode and Bernard 1975; Chen and Palmer 
1996 a). The tan saddle seed coat (k2) phenotype is independent of the effect of hilum color 
(Rode and Bernard 1975). T239 and T261 are two spontaneous mutants in the cultivars 
'Harosoy' and 'Mandarin Ottawa', respectively. L67-3483 was generated by X-ray radiation 
in the cultivar 'Clark' (Rode and Bernard 1975). T261 originally was recorded as a tan 
saddle seed coat mutant (k2), subsequently T261 was identified its Mdhl null, which was 
allelic at ihtMdhl-n locus (Chen and Pahner 1996 a). Thus, T261 is a tan saddle seed coat 
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(k2X Mdhl null mutant. Two Chinese accessions added to the USDA germplasm collection, 
PI 567.391 and PI S67.630A, also were identified as green foliage nulls, and are allelic 
at ati&Mdhl-n locus (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). 
The genetic mechanism(s) responsible for these mutational events at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 chromosomal region is (are) still not known. Since T323, T324, and T325 were derived 
fi-om the progeny rows of a gene tagging study using the w4-m mutable line, T322 (Palmer et 
al. 1989), the original hypothesis for this study was that a transposable element system may 
exist at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. Thus, it was hypothesized that the 
mutations in T239, T261, and L67-3483 may be due to a transposon (receptor element) 
insertion. To test this hypothesis, the w4-m and Y18-m mutable systems which were 
suspected to contain active transposable element systems were introduced into the three 
independent sources of green foliage, tan saddle seed coat (k2) mutants. Thus, the objectives 
of this study were to ; (1) determine whether chromosomal instability exists at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 loci; (2) determine the mutation frequency at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region; 
and to (3) characterize genetically the new mutants generated at this chromosomal region. 
Materials and Methods 
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr] mutants and parents used in cross-pollination are listed in 
Table 1. The experimental materials. Genetic Types T239 and T261, Clark isoline L67-3483 
were obtained from R. L. Nelson, USDA-ARS, Urbana, Illinois. T325 is a yellow foliage 
(y20) and Mdhl null mutant isolated previously in a gene tagging study using the w4-m 
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mutable allele (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 1989). A1937, 
X2717, X1878, and X2937 are the parents of the w4-m mutable line (T322) suspected to 
contain an active transposable element system, and were obtained from Asgrow Seed 
Company, Ames, Iowa. Lincoln and Ulini are soybean cultivars, and were obtained from R. 
L. Bernard, USDA-ARS, Urbana, Illinois. Two independent Y18-m mutable alleles were 
identified in Lincoln and Dlini, respectively. It was hypothesized that an active transposable 
element system may exist in Lincoln and mini. 
Soybean crossing techniques were adapted from Walker et al. (1979) to obtain cross-
pollination. Foliage color, seed coat color, flower color, and pubescence color were used as 
morphological markers to verify successful cross-pollinations. Crosses were made at the 
Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa, in summers of 1992-1994. F1 seeds were advanced to F2 
seeds at the Iowa State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at the Isabela 
Substation, Isabela, Puerto Rico. F2 seeds were planted at the Bruner Farm in summers of 
1993-1995. Seedling traits were classified two weeks after planting. Seed coat colors were 
evaluated at maturity. The segregation of foliage color was recorded in the F2 entries 
segregating new mutants. The bright yellow plants were harvested individually at maturity 
for fiirther inheritance and allelism tests. 
Crosses for allelism tests at the k2 and ttieMdhl-n loci for the bright yellow mutants 
were made at the Bruner Farm and in growth chambers in summer of 1995. Crosses for 
allelism tests at the >'20 locus for the bright yellow mutants were conducted in the USD A 
greenhouse at Iowa State University in spring of 1995 and 1996. Seed coat colors were 
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checked at maturity; and F1 and F2 seedling traits were evaluated in the sandbench in the 
USDA greenhouse at Iowa State University. 
Starch gel electrophoresis was adapted from Cardy and Beversdorf (1984 a, b) to 
determine malate dehydrogenase [EC 1.1.1.37] isozyme banding patterns. Seeds were placed 
on germination paper at 37 °C in a dark growth chamber. Electrophoretic samples were 
taken from the cotyledons of four-day-old seedlings by using a 100-ul micropipette. The 
samples were stored at -70 °C until assayed. Starch gels were prepared by using 11.78% 
starch concentrations with "B" gel and electrode buffer systems (pH 6.5). Gels were run at a 
constant power of 9.5 W for 5.5 h in a 4 "C chromatography cooling chamber. 
Results 
A total of 36 cross combinations (including reciprocal crosses) were made between the three 
independent sources of tan saddle seed coat mutants (T239, T261, and L67-3483) and six 
lines suspected to contain active transposable element systems (Table 2). F1 seeds were 
advanced to F2 seeds. The 36 cross combinations gave total 977 F2 families, and 32 of the 
977 F2 families contained yellow and green plant segregations (Table 2). Two kinds of 
yellow mutants were observed at seedling stage in these 32 F2 mutant families. One is bright 
yellow phenotype, and the other is greenish yellow phenotype (Table 2). The bright yellow 
mutants were true breeding, and the yellow foliage color of the bright yellow mutants was 
maintained until maturity. However, the foliage color of the greenish yellow mutants turned 
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to green several weeks after germination, and became indistinguishable from green plants at 
flowering time. 
Bright yellow mutants 
Eleven out of977 F2 families contained bright yellow and green plant segregations (Table 2). 
The ratio of the bright yellow to green plant segregations in seven out of 11 F2 mutant 
families fit a 3:1 Mendelian ratio (Table 3). One F2 mutant &mily had 5.5:1 green vs bright 
yellow plant segregation; and one F2 family had 14.5 : 1 green vs bright yellow plant 
segregation; two F2 mutant families, strain no. X-219 and X-217, had an excess or 
conversely a deficiency of yellow plants, and the number of green plants was not recorded 
(Table 3). Among the 11 F2 mutant families, 10 out of 381 F2 families were associated with 
T239 (k2) genetic background; and one out of323 F2 families was associated with T261 {k2 
Mdhl-ri) genetic background; however, no mutation events out of273 F2 families were 
identified with L67-3483 (A2) as a parent in the cross-poUinations. 
The bright yellow plants were tagged, their identities were maintained, and harvested 
individually. The seed coat color was evaluated at harvest time. Seed coat color 
segregations were observed in these 11 F2 mutant families. All bright yellow plants bore tan 
saddle seeds. The seeds from the bright yellow plants were checked for Mdhl banding 
patterns, and all seeds were malate dehydrogenase null. Thus, all the 11 independent bright 
yellow mutants identified in the segregating F2 families had tan saddle seed coat, and malate 
dehydrogenase null, and yellow foliage phenotypes (Table 1). 
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In 1993, a few F3 families were planted that were derived from bulked F2 plants from 
the cross of A1937 X T239. Bright yellow plants were observed in these bulked F3 plants. 
The bright yellow plants were tagged and harvested individually. All these yellow plants had 
tan saddle seed coat and malate dehydrogenase null phenotypes. Thus this mutant was added 
to the mutation collection as strain no. X-451 (Table 1). 
Greenish yellow mutants 
A total of 21 out of977 F2 families were observed with segregations of greenish yellow and 
green plants at seedling stage (Tables 2 and 4). Twenty F2 families had an approximately 3 
greenish yellow: 1 green plant segregation. One F2 families had 4.9 : 1 for green vs 
greenish yeUow plant segregation. It was suggested that the mutations were monogenic for 
foliage color in the greenish yellow mutants. The greenish yellow plants were tagged. The 
foliage color of the greenish yellow mutants turned to green several weeks after germination, 
and became indistinguishable from green plants at flowering time. At maturity, all green 
plants bore yellow seeds, and all greenish yellow plants had tan saddle seeds, suggesting that 
the greenish yellow foliage phenotype cosegregated with the tan saddle seed coat {k2) 
phenotype. 
Allelisms at the k2^ Mdhl-n, and y20 loci with the new bright yellow mutants 
Allelism tests at ihtMdhl-n and the k2 loci were conducted with these 12 independent tan 
saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase null, and bright yellow mutants. T261 (Jc2 Mdhl-ri) 
and T239 (k2) were used to test \h&Mdhl banding pattern in F1 hybrid seeds, and to evaluate 
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the seed coat color in F2 plants (Table S). All F1 seeds derived from crossing T261 were 
Mdhl nulls, suggesting allellsm at ^la&Mdhl-n locus for the malate dehydrogenase null 
mutations in the 12 bright yellow mutants (Table S). All the F1 and F2 seeds derived from 
allelism tests were tan saddle, indicating allelism at the k2 locus for the tan saddle seed coat 
phenotype in the 12 bright yellow mutants (Table S). 
Green vs yellow plant segregations were evident in F2 plants derived from the crosses 
of the 12 bright yellow mutants with T261 and T239 (Table 7). Chi-square tests for the 
goodness of fit of 3 green; 1 yellow plant indicated nonsignificance (Table 7). Thus, it was 
established that the bright yellow foliage mutations in the 12 new bright yellow mutants were 
monogenic in nature. 
Allelism tests at ih&y20 locus were made with the 12 bright yellow mutants by 
crossing with T325 {Mdhl-ny20) and by their intercrosses. All the F1 plants were yellow 
foliage, indicating that all 12 bright yellow mutants were allelic at Xh&y20 locus (Table 6). 
Therefore, it was concluded that the 12 mutants with tan saddle seed coat, malate 
dehydrogenase null, and bright yellow phenotypes were new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosomal region in soybean. 
k2 allele in T239 was responsible for generating 11 bright yellow mutants 
Eleven out of 12 new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region and all 21 greenish 
yellow mutants were associated with T239 genetic background. Was the k2 allele in T239 
responsible for generating these new mutants ? Harosoy, the isogenic line of T239, was 
crossed with A1937, X1878, X2717, X2937, and Lincoln. Nine cross combinations 
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(including reciprocal crosses) gave a total of883 F2 &milies. No yellow mutants were 
observed in the 883 F2 families. Thus, the conclusion was that the k2 allele in T239 was 
respons9)le for the bright yellow and greenish yellow mutations. 
Discussion 
Genetic instability at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in soybean 
Ten mutants have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in soybean 
(Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; 
Pahner et al. 1989). Twelve independent bright yellow mutants with tan saddle seed coat and 
Mdhl null phenotypes have been isolated in this study at this chromosomal region. These 
three distinct mutant phenotypes of tan saddle seed coat, mitochondrial malate 
dehydrogenase 1 null, and bright yellow foliage in the 12 independent mutants were allelic at 
the k2 , McDil-n, and y20 loci, respectively. The precise origins of these 12 mutants are not 
clear at present. k2 is a single nuclear recessive allele; the k2, Mdhl-n, and y20 are three 
closely linked loci (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). Yellow and tan saddle seed coat color 
segregations were observed in F2 mutant families containing bright yellow plants. All the 11 
bright yellow mutants identified in F2 generation had tan saddle seed coat. Thus, it is 
suggested that these independent bright yeUow mutants were derived fi-om mutations 
occurring near or within the k2 locus of T239 and near or within the k2 Mdhl-n loci of T261. 
No mutation events were observed in a total of 883 F2 families in the control crosses with 
Harosoy, an isogenic line of T239, as one parent. Thus, it is established that the mutations in 
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the 11 independent new bright yellow mutants identified in F2 plants derived fi'om the k2 
Mdhl Y20 chromosomal region in T239 were due to the impact of the k2 allele in 1239. Ten 
out of 381 F2 families derived from using T239 as one parent had bright yellow mutant 
segregations, only one out of273 F2 families derived from using T261 as one parent had 
bright yellow mutation, and no mutants were isolated with L67-3483. Thus, the k2 allele in 
T239 seems to be more mutagenic in inducing mutations at \3a&Mdhl and Y20 loci than the k2 
aUeleinT261 orL67-3483. 
The mutations in the 21 greenish yellow mutants only affected foliage color at the 
seedling stage. All green plants in the F2 mutant families with greenish yellow plant 
segregations had yellow seeds; and all greenish yellow plants had tan saddle seed coats. 
Cosegregation of the greenish yellow foliage phenotype always occurred with tan saddle seed 
coat color. One suggestion is that the greenish yellow seedling phenotype may be due to the 
pleiotropic effect of the k2 allele in T239 when the k2 allele was introduced into distinct 
genetic backgrounds. Alternatively, it may be some kind of dosage effect due to the different 
size of deletions, duplications or rearrangements at / near the k2 allele in T239. All 21 
greenish yellow mutations were associated with T239 genetic background and no greenish 
yellow mutants were identified with T261 and L67-3483, further suggesting that the k2 allele 
in T239 was more mutagenic in generating yellow foliage mutants than that in T261 and L67-
3483. Thus, chromosomal instability at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region was 
established in this study when the parents of the w4-m and Y18-m mutable systems were 
introduced into the T239 (k2 Mdhl Y20) and T261 (k2 Mdhl-n Y20) genetic backgrounds. 
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Although a total of 21 greenish yellow mutants with tan saddle seed coat phenotype 
and 22 independent mutation events (including 12 in this report) have been described at the k2 
Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; Hedges 
and Palmer 1992; Pabner 1984; Palmer et al. 1989), the precise genetic mechanism(s) in 
generating these mutations is (are) still unknown. However, the following three possible 
genetic mechanisms have been proposed to explain this genetic instability : (1) transposable 
element activities at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region induce deletions, duplications 
and inversions due to imprecise excision and subsequently rearrangements; (2) chromosomal 
rearrangements such as duplication or inversion at the k2Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region 
result in asymmetrical synapsis, and homologous recombination produces deletions, 
inversions, and translocations etc.; (3) transposable element activities complexed with 
chromosomal rearrangements near or at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. This 
mechanism is the combination of mechanisms (1) and (2). 
A receptor transposable element may reside at or near the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosomal region in soybean 
Transposable elements are units of DNA capable of changing their positions in the genome 
(Peterson 1987). Two components, a regulatory and a receptor element have been proposed 
for transposable elements. A regulatory element is an active element possessing all 
components necessary for transposition; and a receptor element is by deletion a regulator 
element that has lost one or more function required for transposition, but the structural 
features necessary for transposition remain intact (Peterson 1987). Transposable elements 
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have been well documented to generate deletions as well as complex chromosomal 
rearrangements including deficiencies, duplications, inversions, translocations etc. in maize 
(Chandler and Ifordeman 1992; Peterson 1987; Robertson and Stinard 1987; Robertson et al. 
1994) and in snapdragon genome (Bonas et al. 1984; Coen et al. 1989; Martin et al. 1988). 
Three mutable alleles, Y18-m (Peterson and Weber 1969), w4-m (Groose et al. 
1988,1990; Palmer et al. 1989), and r-m (Chandlee and Vodkin 1989); and several insertion 
sequences, Tgm 1-7 (Vodkin and Rhodes 1986; Rhodes and Vodkin 1985, 1988), have been 
reported in soybean genome. None of these three mutable alleles has been characterized at 
the molecular level, and the insertion sequences have not been documented to transpose. 
Genetic Types T317, T323, T324, and T325 were considered to be the result of transposabie 
element activities at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region which generated deletions 
covering ila&MdhI mdy20 loci (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et 
al. 1989). T323, T324, and T325 were derived fi-om progeny rows of the M/4-m mutable 
line that has variegated flowers, which is indicative of the presence of an active transposabie 
element system in soybean (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Pahner 1996 a; Hedges and 
Palmer 1992; Groose et al. 1988, 1990; Palmer et al. 1989). However, none of the reported 
22 mutants at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region have displayed germinal or somatic 
instability when they are pure lines. Thus, there is little reason to support the hypothesis that 
an intact active transposabie element (regulator element) resides at the mutated genes (k2, 
Mdhl-n, mdy20) in the 22 independent mutants. However, a receptor element may be 
present at or near the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. The isolation of the 12 
independent mutants with tan saddle seed coat, Mdhl null, and yellow foliage phenotypes 
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indicated genetic instability at the k2 MdhI Y20 chromosomal region in T239 or k2 Mdhl-n 
Y20 chromosomal region in T261. The mutated genes, Mdhl-n and Ioxy20, in these 12 
mutants were closely linked to the k2 locus of T239 or the k2 Mdhl-n loci of T261. No 
mutation events were observed in the control crosses with Harosoy, an isogenic line of T239, 
as one parent in a total of 883 F2 &milies. It is established that the mutations in the 11 
independent new bright yellow mutants at the k2 Mdhl ¥20 chromosomal region were due to 
the impact of the k2 allele in T239. Additionally, four independent recessive nuclear 
monogenically inherited male-sterile mutants have been isolated in F2/ F3 plants derived from 
crosses using T239, T261, or L67-3483 as one parent (Chen and Palmer 1996 c), and four 
heritable albino mutants have been isolated in F2 plants derived from crosses using T239 as 
one parent (data not show), suggesting that the putative receptor element at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 chromosomal region in T239, T261, and L67-3483 can move to other loci in generating 
these male-sterile and albino mutants. Thus, the mutability associated with T239 and T261 
evident in this study may be due to a receptor element activity at or near the k2 or k2 Mdhl-n 
lociinT239andT261. 
Possible chromosomal rearrangements at or near the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal 
region in soybean 
Chromosomal rearrangements such as duplications and inversions are the hotspots in inducing 
deletion mutations. In the human mitochondrial genome, recombination via flanking direct 
repeats was a major cause of large-scale deletions. These direct repeats served as 
recombination hotspots in human mitochondrial genome (Mita et al. 1990; Schon et al 1989). 
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In maize, McClintock (1951) demonstrated that the inverted repeat at the CShBzWx 
chromosomal region on the short arm of chromosome 9 induced chromosomal breakage 
which resulted in breakage-fusion-bridge cycles in chromosome 9 and generated duplication 
and deficiency gametes. 
Since the original hypothesis of this research was to test whether chromosomal 
instability exists at or near the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region, there is little evidence to 
support whether chromosomal rearrangements exist at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal 
region. However, preferential recombinations between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci were 
evidenced in repulsion phase constructed by crossing T239 {k2) and L67-3483 (k2) with T323 
(Mdhl-n y20),T224 (Mdhl-n y20), and T325 (Mdhl-n y20). No recombinations were 
identified between the k2 and Mdhl-ny20 loci in repulsion phase fi^om crossing T239 (k2) and 
L67-3483 (k2) with T317 (Mdhl-n y20) (Chen and Palmer 1996 b), suggesting that the 
chromosomal structure at the K2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in T317 (Mdhl-n y20) 
may be different fi"om that in T323 (Mdhl-ny20), T324 (Mdhl-ny20), and T325 (Mdhl-n 
y20) (Chen and Palmer 1996 b). No recombinations between the k2, Mdhl-n, and ^20 loci 
were detected in coupling phase constructed by crossing T253 (k2 Mdhl-n y20) and the 
recombinants (k2 Mdhl-n y20) fi'om repulsion tests with wUd type plants (Chen and Palmer 
1996 b). Thus, chromosomal rearrangements may exist at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal 
regions in T253, T317, T323, T324, and T325. In this report, all 21 greenish yellow 
mutants and 11 bright yeUow mutants were associated with T239 genetics background and 
only one bright yellow mutant was associated with T261 genetic background. No mutants 
were isolated with the L67-3483 genetic background. The 12 bright yellow mutants were 
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suggested to be mutations at iHa&Mdhl-n and>'20 loci in T239 or at ihty20 locus in T261. 
These data suggest that the chromosomal structures may be different among T239, T261, and 
L67-3483 at the k2 MdhI Y20 or k2 Mdhl-n Y20 chromosomal region. 
Whether the 12 bright yeUow mutants isolated in this report were deletion mutants are 
still not known at present. However, T253, T317, T323, T324, and T325 were considered 
to be deletion mutants which lost the k2, Mdhl-n, aaAy20 loci (T253), or i!a& Mdhl-n, y20 
loci (T317, T323, T324, and T325 ) loci (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; 
Hedges and Palmer 1992; Pahner 1984; Palmer et al. 1989). Genomic Southern analysis 
using watermelon cDNA probe of mitochondria malate dehydrogenase indicated that a 5.5 kb 
genomic fragment was missing in T253, T317, T323, T324, and T325 (Palmer and Gietl 
1992; Pittigetal. 1994), establishing that the alleles were deletion alleles in T253, 
T317, T323, T324, and T325. However, the genetic mechanism responsible for generating 
these deletion mutants is still not clear. It is suggested that complex chromosomal 
rearrangements may exist at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in the 22 mutants. 
Transposable element activities complexed with rearrangements at or near 
the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in soybean 
Multiple copies of transposable elements can serve as sequence homology for asymmetrical 
synapsis and homologous recombination in generating deletions, duplications, and other 
complex rearrangements. In Drosophila, asymmetrical synapsis between roo elements near 
the -white locus resulted in deficiencies and duplications (Davis et al 1987); and homologous 
recombinations between I elements inserted in opposite orientations at Xht yellow gene 
resulted in inversion of the intervening DNA (Busseau et al. 1989). In yeast, homologous 
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recombinations between Ty elements produced deletions, inversions, and duplications (Boeke 
1989). In snapdragon, the Tarn 3 transposable element induced a variety of chromosomal 
rearrangements including various types of deletions, dispersions, and inverted duplications 
^dartin et al 1988). 
Transposons can also induce various types of deletions by mechanisms(s) which 
probably do not involve homologous recombination between dispersed elements. In 
prokaryotes, deletions associated with insertion sequences and transposons commonly extend 
from one end of the element to a site in flanking DNA (Calos and Miller 1980). A similar 
case has been described in snapdragon with a large deletion flanking the Tom 3 element at the 
nivea locus (Lister and Martin 1989). In maize, cytologically detectable deletions of the 
chromosomal regions flanking a Ds element could occur at low frequency (McClintock 1953; 
1954). Flanking deletions associated with the maize transposable Ds, Mu, and Ac also have 
been reported ( Dooner et al. 1988; Doring et al. 1981; Taylor and Walbot 1985). 
In maize, Athma and Peterson reported (1991) that the Ac element can destabilize the 
flanking direct repeat sequences which facilitated the isolation of 51 P null alleles by using two 
unstable P alleles carrying Ac insertions. Forty-seven of the 51 null alleles had a 17-kb 
deletion which removed the 5.4-kb Ac element and 12.5 kb of P sequences flanking both sides 
of Ac. They also reported that a P allele which contained the direct repeats without an Ac 
insertion between the direct repeats showed very little sporophytic or gametophytic instability. 
In this research, chromosomal rearrangements and putative transposon activities were 
suspected at or near the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in soybean. Although the 
precise genetic mechanism in generating the mutants is not clear, it is our belief that the high 
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frequency of mutations at this chromosomal region was due to transposon activities which 
destabilized possible chromosomal rearrangements such as duplications or inversions at or 
near the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. Although this mechanism can not be tested by 
conventional cytogenetic approaches at present, fiiture molecular cloning at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 chromosomal region should elucidate the precise genetic mechanism(s) responsible for 
this instability. 
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Table 1. Description of soybean lines used in crosses and new mutants at the k2Afdhl-ny20 chromosomal region 
GT" Strain no. Gene symbol Description 
T239 L63-365 
T261 S56-26 
L67-3483' 
T325 CD-3 
A1937 
X1878 
X2717 
X2937 
Lincoln 
mini 
Harcsoy 
X-197 
X-203 
X-217 
X-219 
X-241 
X-451'' 
M-7-2 
M-11-4 
M-11-7 
M-14-23 
M-19-3 
l\/l-20-11 
k2 (Urbana) 
k2 (Columbia 1) Mdhl-n (Columbia 1) 
k2 (Columbia 2) 
Mdhl-n (Ames 4) y20 (Ames 4) 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 7) y20 (Ames 5) 
k2 (Urbana)  Mdhl -n  (Ames 8)  y20 (Ames 6) '^  
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 9 ) y20 (Ames 7 ) 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 10 ) y20 (Ames 8) 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 11) y20 (Ames 9) 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 12 ) y20 (Ames 10)" 
k2 (Columbia 1) Mdhl-n (Columbia 1) y20 (Ames 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 13) y20 (Anws 12)" 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 14) y20 (Ames 13) 
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Antes 15) y20 (Ames 14)" 
k2 (Urbana)  Mdhl -n  (Ames 16  )  y20 (Ames 15)"  
k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 17) y20 (Ames 16)" 
11) 
Tan saddle seed coat, near Isogenic line of Harosoy 
Tan saddle seed coat and malate dehydrogenase 1 null 
Tan saddle seed coat 
malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Parent of w4-m mutable line 
Parent of w4-m mutable line 
Parent of w4-m mutable line 
Parent of w4-m mutable line 
Soybean cultivar suspected origin of Y18-m mutable allele 
Soybean cultivar suspected origin of Y18-m mutable allele 
Wild type 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
a ; Soybean Genetic Type Collection of USDA-ARS. 
b: Soybean Isoline Collection of USDA-ARS. 
c; Isolated in F3 generation. 
d ; Proposed gene symbols. 
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Table 2. Cross combinations for screening yellow mutants in F2 generation 
Cross No. of F2 families No. of F2 families with No. of F2 families with 
bright yellow mutant' greenish yellow mutant'' 
A1937XT239 61 2 6 
T239XA1937 18 0 0 
A1937 X L67-3483 21 0 0 
L67-3483XA1937 14 0 0 
A1937XT261 17 0 0 
T261XA1937 41 0 0 
X1878XT239 31 0 0 
T239XX1878 33 2 1 
X1878 X L67-3483 39 0 0 
L67-3483XX1878 25 0 0 
X1878XT261 29 0 0 
T261 XX1878 37 0 0 
X2717XT239 44 2 0 
T239XX2717 41 2 2 
X2717 X L67-3483 44 0 0 
L67-3483XX2717 13 0 0 
X2717XT261 64 0 0 
T261 XX2717 33 0 0 
X2937 X T239 66 1 5 
T239XX2937 30 0 5 
X2937 X L67-3483 41 0 0 
L67-3483XX2937 20 0 0 
X2937XT261 20 0 0 
T261 XX2937 37 1 0 
llliniXT239 9 0 0 
T239 X mini 14 0 0 
mini X L67-3483 15 0 0 
L67-3483 X lllini 7 0 0 
llliniXT261 7 0 0 
T261 X mini 13 0 0 
Lincoln X T239 20 0 2 
T239 X Uncoln 14 1 0 
Lincoln X L67-3483 23 0 0 
L67-3483 X Uncoln 11 0 0 
Uncoln XT261 3 0 0 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Cross No. of F2 families No. of F2 families with No. of F2 families with 
bright yellow mutant * greenish yellow mutant" 
T261 X Lincoln 22 0 0 
Total 977 11 21 
a: All bright yellow plants are tan saddle seed coat, mitochondrial malate 
dehydrogenase 1 null. 
b; Ail greenish yeiiow plants are tan saddle seed coat, mitochondrial malate 
dehydrogenase 1 present 
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Tabk 3. Segregation of bright yellow mutants in original F2 segregating families 
Cross Strain no. Green plants Yellow plants' Ratio 
A1937XT239 
A1937XT239 
T239 X Uncoln ® 
T239XX2717 
T239XX2717' 
T239XX1878 
T239XX1878 
X2937XT239 
X2717XT239 
X2717XT239 
T261 X X2937 
X-241 
X-197 
X-219 
M-20-11 
X-217 
M-11-4 
M-11-7 
M-14-23 
X-203 
M-19-3 
M-7-2 
198 
156 
86 
154 
144 
79 
348 
106 
55 
64 
63 
8 
34 
5 
40 
26 
25 
24 
28 
16 
3.1 :1 
2.5:1 
2.5:1 
3.9:1 
5.5:1 
3.2:1 
14.5:1 
3.8:1 
3.4:1 
a: All bright yellow mutants are tan saddle seed coat and mitochondrial 
malate dehydrogenase 1 null. 
b : Green vs yellow plant. 
c: Green plants were not recorded. 
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Table 4. The segregation of greenish yellow mutants in original F2 families 
a: All greenish yellow plants are tan saddle seed coat and mitochondrial 
malate dehydrogenase 1 present 
b : Green vs greenish yellow plant 
Cross Family no. Green plants Greenish yellow plants' Ratio' 
A1937XT239 1 38 12 3.2:1 
2 183 56 3.3:1 
3 80 26 3.1:1 
4 268 69 3.9:1 
5 78 24 3.3:1 
6 156 63 2.5:1 
X2937XT239 1 53 14 3.8:1 
2 102 28 3.6:1 
3 138 43 3.2:1 
4 73 22 3.3:1 
5 84 26 3.2:1 
T239XX1878 1 163 47 3.5:1 
T239XX2937 1 63 21 3.0 
2 88 18 4.9 
3 134 43 3.1 
4 163 52 3.1 
5 12 4 3.0 
T239XX2717 1 93 31 3.0:1 
2 71 22 3.2:1 
Lincoln XT239 1 96 30 3.2:1 
2 146 47 3.1:1 
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Table 5. Allelism tests at the Mdhl-n and the k2 loci with the new bright yellow 
mutants by crossing with T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) or T239 (A2) 
Cross No. of F1 seeds Mdhi pattern F1 and F2 seed coat 
X-197XT261 
X-203XT261 
X-217XT239 
X-217XT261 
X-219XT239 
X-219XT261 
X-241 XT261 
X-451'XT239 
X-451 XT261 
M-7-2XT261 
M-11-4XT261 
M-11-7XT261 
M-14-23XT261 
M-19-3XT261 
M-20-11 XT261 
2 
6 
2 
2 
3 
2 
5 
2 
2 
5 
8 
4 
1 
5 
4 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
Tan saddle 
a : X-451 was isolated In F3 generation from A1937 X T239. 
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Table 6. AUelism tests at the ^ 20 locus with the new bright yellow mutants 
by crossing with T325 (Mdhl-ny2ff) and by intercrosses among new bright 
yellow mutants 
Cross No. of F1 plants Phenotype 
X-197XT325 2 Yellow foliage 
X-203XX-219 2 Yellow foliage 
T325XX-203 4 Yellow foliage 
T325XX-217 3 Yellow foliage 
X-217XX-203 2 Yellow foliage 
T325XX-219 1 Yellow foliage 
X-241 XT325 2 Yellow foliage 
T325XX-451 1 Yellow foliage 
M-7-2 X T325 2 Yellow foliage 
T325XM-11-4 1 Yellow foliage 
M-11-7XX-203 3 Yellow foliage 
M-14-23XT325 2 Yellow foliage 
M-19-3XT325 3 Yellow foliage 
M-20-11 XX-203 2 Yellow foliage 
M-7-2 XM-20-11 1 Yellow foliage 
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Table 7. F2 segregation data of green and yellow plants from the crosses of new bright 
yellow mutants with T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) or T239 {f(2) 
Cross No. of green plants No. of yellow plants X' Z (3:1) a 
X-197XT261 
X-203XT261 
X-217XT261 
X-219XT261 
X-219XT239 
X-217XT239 
X-241 X T261 
X-451 XT239 
X-451 XT261 
M-7-2XT261 
M-11-4XT261 
M-11-7XT261 
M-14-23XT261 
M-19-3XT261 
M-20-11 XT261 
89 
98 
117 
88 
126 
93 
178 
123 
96 
74 
103 
98 
83 
118 
94 
32 
30 
42 
32 
34 
29 
61 
42 
28 
22 
33 
34 
26 
43 
32 
0.14 
0.17 
0.17 
0.18 
1.20 
0.10 
0.04 
0.02 
0.39 
0.22 
0.04 
0.04 
0.08 
0.25 
0.01 
0.72 
0.69 
0.69 
0.68 
0.28 
0.78 
0.84 
0.90 
0.55 
0.65 
0.84 
0.84 
0.81 
0.64 
0.92 
a ; X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 green : 1 yellow plant. 
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Table 8. Control crosses of Harosoy with five lines suspected to contain active 
transposons 
Cross No. of F2 families No. of F2 families with yellow mutants 
A1937 X Harosoy 144 0 
HarosoyXA1937 82 0 
X1878 X Harosoy 116 0 
Harosoy XX1878 31 0 
X2717 X Harosoy 166 0 
Harosoy XX2717 20 0 
X2937 X Harosoy 100 0 
Harosoy XX2937 86 0 
Lincoln X Harosoy 138 0 
Total' 883 0 
a : Approximately 100 plants per F2 family. Thus, no mutant phenotype was observed in 
the estimated total of 88,300 F2 plants. 
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PREFERENTIAL RECOMBINATION IN REPULSION PHASE AND 
LINKAGE ESTIMATION BETWEEN THE k2 AND Mdhl-n y20 
LOCI IN SOYBEAN 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Heredity 
Xianfeng Chen and Reid G. Pahner 
Abstract 
Tan saddle seed coat, mitochondrial malate dehydroganase I null, and yellow foliage are 
three soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] mutant phenotypes, which are conditioned by three 
closely linked but distinct genetic loci, k2, Mdhl-n, and >'20, respectively. In this report, 
genetic recombination between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci in repulsion phase and 
recombination among the k2, Mdhl-n, ?ix\Ay20 loci in coupling phase were conducted. 
Reduced viability with the yellow foliage plants were evident in all F2 cross 
combinations in both coupling and repulsion phases. However, the segregation of the 
homozygous green to heterozygous green F2 plants fit a 1; 2 ratio, suggesting that the 
putative deletion mutations at the k2, Mdhl-n, mdy20 loci do not affect the transmissibility 
of the mutant chromosome. Approximately 55-60% recombination rate between the k2 and 
Mdhl-n y20 loci were estimated by Kuspira and Bhambhani's (1984) square root approach in 
repulsion phase in F2 plants derived fi-om crossing T323 (Mdhl-ny20), T324 (Mdhl-n y20 ), 
and T325 ) with T239 (A2) and L67-3483 (A2). However, no recombination 
among the k2, Mdhl-n, and loci were detected in coupling phase in the estimated total of 
13,187 F2 plants. The excess of the recombinants in repulsion phase in F2 plants was 
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considered to be the result of chromosomal breakage at the k2 Mdhl Y20 chromosomal region 
in T239 and L67-3483 when th&Mcihl-ny20 loci were introduced into the T239 and L67-
3483 genetic backgrounds. In contrast, no recombinants were identified in repulsion phase in 
455 F2 yellow plants derived fi-om the crosses of T317 {Mdhl-ny20 ) with T239 (k2) and 
L67-3483 {k2), suggesting that the mutation in T317 is different fi-om that in T323, T324, 
andT325. Finally, approximately 3.04 ±0.48% recombination rate was estimated between 
the k2 andMcihl-ny20 loci in a total of677 F2:3 &milies with tan saddle seed coat derived 
from crossing T317 {Mdhl-ny20) with T239 Qcl) and L67-3483 {k2). 
Introduction 
In soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.], k2 (tan saddle seed coat), Mdhl-n (mitochondrial 
malate dehydrogenase 1 null), and >'20 (yellow foliage) are three closely linked but distinct 
genetic loci (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). Genetic instability was evident at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosomal region (Chen and Pahner 1996 b). Twenty-nine independent mutants have been 
described at this chromosomal region (Amberger et al. 1992, Chen and Palmer 1996 a, b, c; 
Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer et al. 1989; Rode and Bernard 1975). The 
genetic mechanisms in generating these mutants were hypothesized to be due to receptor 
element activities at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region which may contain complex 
chromosomal rearrangements (Chen and Pahner 1996 b). 
Genetic Type T253 originally was recorded as a tan saddle seed coat (^2) and yellow 
foliage (y20) mutant. No recombination between the k2 and \h&y20 loci has been detected 
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in coupling phase in about 25,000 F2 / F3 plants derived from the crosses of T253 with wild 
type plants (Palmer 1984). The tan saddle seed coat (k2) and the yellow foliage (y20) 
phenotypes of T253 were considered to be the result of a small chromosomal deletion, which 
contained two tightly linked genes, k2 mdy20. Subsequently, T253 was confirmed to be 
Mdhl null (Hedges and Palmer 1992). 
Genetic Types T323, T324, and T325 are Hca&iMdhl null and yellow foliage (y20) 
mutants isolated in a gene tagging experiment using the w4-m mutable allele (Hedges and 
Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 1989). T317 is a somaclonal variant fi"om tissue culture with 
Mdhl null and yellow foliage {y20) phenotypes (Amberger et al. 1992). All four yellow 
foliage (y20) and KddhI null mutants were allelic at the 3^20 locus and at the Mdhl-n locus, 
respectively; and the yellow foliage (y20) and Mdhl null phenotypes always were co-inherited 
as a single nuclear recessive gene (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992). No 
conjBrmed crossovers have been isolated between \h&y20 and ih&Mdhl-n loci (Hedges and 
Palmer 1992; Palmer 1984; Palmer et al. 1989). It was hypothesized that a small 
chromosomal deletion occurred at \htMdhl djidy20 loci in these yellow foliage and Mdhl 
null mutants (Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; Hedges and Palmer 1992; 
Palmer et al. 1989). 
Genetic Type T239 and Clark isoline L67-3483 were tan saddle seed coat mutants 
(k2) (Rode and Bernard 1975). T261 was originally recorded as a tan saddle seed coat 
mutant, subsequently, it was found to be Mdhl null (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). The tan 
saddle seed coat phenotype was controlled by a single recessive allele, k2 (Chen and Palmer 
1996 a). T239 and T261 are spontaneous mutants in the cultivars 'Harosoy' and 'Mandarin 
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Ottawa', respectively. L67-3483 was generated by X-ray radiation in the cultivar 'Clark' 
^ode and Bernard 1975). 
At present, the precise gene order among these three loci is not clear. The genetic 
distance between the k2 and ibtMdhl-n loci was estimated in coupling phase to be 1 ± 1.36 
centiMorgans in an estimated 5,400 F2 plants derived from crossing T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) with 
wild type plants. However, no recombinants were identified between the k2 and the Mdhl-n 
loci in 3,210 F2 plants in repulsion phase constructed by crossing PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n) with 
T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2) (Chen and Palmer 1996 a). The failure to find recombinants in 
repulsion phase was due to the inability to detect this type of recombinants in such very close 
linkage situation (Chen and Pahner 1996 a). Thus the objectives of this study were to : (1) 
determine recombinations in repulsion phase between the k2 and the Mdhl-n y20 loci; and (2) 
determine recombination in coupling phase among the k2, Mdhl-n, and>'20 loci. 
Materials and Methods 
The experimental materials used in crosses are listed in Table 1. Genetic Type T239 and 
Clark isoline L67-3483 were obtained from R. L. Nelson, USDA-AR5, Urbana, Illinois. 
T323, T324, and T325 are yellow foliage (y20) and Mdhl null mutants isolated previously 
(Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al. 1989). T317 is a somaclonal variant from tissue 
culture with yellow foUage (y20) and Mdhl null phenotypes (Amberger et al. 1992). Harosoy 
Pb is a near-isogenic line of cultivar 'Harosoy' with sharp pubescence tip. BSR101 
(Tachibana et al. 1987) and Kenwood (Cianzio et al. 1990) are soybean cultivars. 
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Soybean crossing techniques were adapted from Walker et al. (1979) to obtain cross-
pollinations. To verify the success of cross-pollination, foliage color, seed coat color, flower 
color, and pubescence color were used as morphological markers. Crosses were made at the 
Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa. F1 seeds were advanced to F2 seeds at the Iowa State 
University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at the Isabela substation, Isabela, 
Puerto Rico. F2 seeds were planted at the Bnmer Farm. Seedling traits were classified two 
weeks after planting. Seed coat colors were evaluated at maturity. The F2 plants were 
harvested individually for seed classifications and progeny tests. F2;3 progeny tests were 
carried out in a sandbench in the USDA greenhouse at Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 
and at the Bruner Farm. Approximately 50 F2:3 seed were planted for each F2 family. 
Foliage color segregation was recorded two weeks after planting. 
The recombination rates in F2 plants were estimated by Kuspira and Bhambhani's 
(1984) square root approach. The recombination rates in F2;3 families were estimated by 
Immer and Henderson's (1943) and Immer's (1934) methods. The recombination rate (p) = 
no. of heterozygous F2:3 families/(no. of heterozygous F2:3 families + 2 no. of homozygous 
F2:3 families); Variance for the recombination rate = p (1 + p) (1 - 2p) / 2n, here n is the total 
no. of F2;3 families checked. 
Starch gel electrophoresis was adapted from Cardy and Beversdorf (1984 a, b) to 
determine malate dehydrogenase [EC 1.1.1.37] isozyme bandmg patterns. Seeds were placed 
on germination paper in a dark growth chamber at 37 °C for 4 days. Electrophoretic samples 
were taken from the cotyledons of 4-day-old seedlings by using a 100-ul micropipette. 
Samples were stored at - 70 °C until assayed. Starch gels were prepared by using 11.78% 
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Starch concentrations with "B" gel and electrode bufifer systems (pH 6.5). Gels were run at a 
constant power of 9.S W for 5.5 h in a 4 "C chromatography cooling chamber. 
Results and Discussion 
Preferential recombination in repulsion phase between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci 
The first recombination phase was constructed in repulsion phase between the k2 and Mdhl-n 
y20 loci by crossing T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2) with T317 {Mdhl-ny20), T323 (Mdhl-n 
y20), T324 (Mdhl-n y20), and T325 (Mdhl-n y20). Distorted segregations with green vs 
yellow plant were observed in all cross combinations at maturity (Table 2). However, 
approximately 3 :1 segregation for green vs yellow plant was observed at seedling stage (data 
not show). The ratio of homozygous green vs heterozygous green families fit a 1:2 ratio 
based on F2:3 progeny tests (Table 2), suggesting that the putative deletion loci, Mdhl-n 
and y20, do not affect the transmissibility of the mutant chromosome. The yellow plants had 
lesser vigor than the green plants, thus the yellow plants were outcompeted by the green 
plants. At maturity the yellow plants set a few seeds or no seeds. Thus, distorted green vs 
yellow plant segregations at maturity are due to the reduced viability of the yellow plants in 
heterozygous F2 families. Based on the total F2 repulsion segregation data, the viabilities 
for T317, T323, T324, and T325 were estimated to be 0.14, 0.30, 0.30 and 0.60, 
respectively. Due to the viability problem with the yellow plants, the precise recombination 
rates in repulsion phase were not practical to be estimated. 
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A total of 1,208 yellow plants and a total of2,230 F2 green plants were checked for 
the Mdhl banding pattern. All yellow plants were Mdhl null, all homozygous green plants 
had Mdhl (Table 2), suggesting no recombination between the Mdhl-n and y20 loci. This is 
well in agreement with previous reports (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges and Palmer 1992; and 
Pahner et al. 1989). 
The seed coat color of yellow plants was evaluated after harvesting. A large number 
of yellow plants derived from the crosses of T323 (Mdhl-n y20), T324 (Mdhl-n y20 ), and 
T325 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2) possessed tan saddle seed coat (Table 
2), which were recombinant phenotypes with tan saddle seed coat and yellow foliage. A total 
of 141 F2 yellow plants derived from the crosses using T323 {Mdhl-n y20) as one parent 
were checked for seed coat color. Among them, fifty-two yellow plants were tan saddle, thus 
the recombination rate between the k2 and \htMdhl-ny20 loci was estimated to be 
approximately 60% by Kuspira and Bhambhani's (1984) square root approach in the 
estimated total of 141 X 4 = 564 F2 plants . Fifty-nine out of 198 F2 yellow plants derived 
from crosses using T324 (Mdhl-n y20) as one parent were tan saddle seed coat. The 
recombination rate was approximately 55% estimated by the square root approach in the 
estimated total 198 X 4 = 792 F2 plants. One hundred and twenty seven out of 412 yellow 
plants derived from the crosses of T325 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2) 
were identified to be recombinants with tan saddle seed coat, Mdhl null, and yellow foliage 
phenotypes. Thus the recombination rate was approximately 56% estimated by the square 
root approach in the estimated total of412 X 4 = 1,648 F2 plants. These results suggested 
that the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci segregated independently, which is contradictory to 
previous reports that k2, Mdhl-n, mdylO loci are three closely linked genetic loci 
(Amberger et al. 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a; Hedges and Pahner 1992; Pahner 1984; 
Palmer et al. 1989). Chromosomal break^e at the k2 Mdhl Y20 loci was evident in T239 
when T239 was crossed with A1937, X1878, X2717, and X2937 which are the parents of the 
w4-m mutable line, and with Lincoln which is the suspected origin of the Y18-m mutable 
allele (Chen and Palmer 1996 b), and with PI S67.630A which is Mdhl null mutant (Chen and 
Palmer 1996 c). Thus, it is hypothesized that the excess recombinants in repulsion phase 
were due to chromosomal breakage at the k2 Mdhl ¥20 chromosomal region that may contain 
complex chromosomal rearrangements in T239 and L67-3483, which results in k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 gametes being produced. 
The heterozygous F2 plants derived from T323 {Mdhl-ny20), T324 {Mdhl-ny20), 
and T325 {Mdhl-ny20) crossed with T239 {k2) and L67-3483 {k2) possessed light tan saddle 
seed coat, which was not readily distinguishable from the tan saddle pure line mutants. Thus, 
the K2 alleles in T323, T324, and T325 may not folly complement the k2 alleles in T239 and 
L67-3483, which may be due to deletions in the yellow foliage mutants which extend into the 
K2 area at the K2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in the mutants, or it may be due to 
chromosome breakage at the k2 Mdhl Y20 area in T239 and L67-3483, which results in k2 
Mdhl-n y20 gametes. 
No recombinants were identified in repulsion phase in 455 F2 yellow plants derived 
from the crosses of T317 {Mdhl-n y20) with T239 {k2) and L67-3483 (^2), indicating that 
the mutation in T317 behaved dififerently from that in T323 {Mdhl-n y20), T324 {Mdhl-n 
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y20) and T32S {Mdhl-n y20). Thus at the molecular level, the putative deletion in T317 
may be different from that in T323, T324, and T325. 
No recombination in coupling phase between the k2 and Mdhl-ny20 loci 
In 4-class F2 data, either A-aa or aaB- phenotypes are recombinants in coupling phase; 
whereas, only aabb phenotype is recombinant in repulsion phase. Thus, it is obvious that 
coupling recombination phase is easier to identify recombinants than repulsion phase in 
estimating recombination frequency. The second coupling recombination phase between the 
k2, Mdhl-n, andy20 loci was constructed by crossing T253 (k2 Mdhl-ny20) and the 
recombinants (k2 Mdhl-n y20), isolated in repulsion experiments, with wild type plants, 
Harosoy Pb, BSR 101, and Kenwood. An approximate 3 green: 1 yellow plant segregation 
was observed at seedling stage. However, reduced viability with the yellow plants also was 
evident at maturity (Table 3). Based on the F2:3 progeny tests, the homozygous green to 
heterozygous green families fit a 1:2 ratio, further suggesting that these three mutant genes, 
k2, Mdhl-n, and y20, do not affect the transmissibility of the mutant chromosome. All the 
yellow plants had tan saddle seeds and all the green plants had yellow seeds, suggesting no 
recombination between the yellow foliage color and the seed coat color phenotypes. No F2 
plants with light tan saddle phenotype were observed in this coupling experiment. The yellow 
plants and the homozygous green plants were checked for Mdhl bandmg pattern. All yellow 
plants were Mdhl null, and all homozygous green F2 plants had Mdhl. No recombinations 
were detected between the foliage color (y20) and the Mdhl null phenotypes. Thus, 
complete linkage was observed with the A2, and >'20 loci. This complete linkage 
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with the k2, Mdhl-n, miy20 loci in coupling recombination phase is considered to be due to 
deletions at / or near the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in T253 and in the recombinants 
used in cross-pollinations, which suppress recombination within / near the deletion region(s). 
Linkage estimation in F2:3 plants between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci 
In 1994, in the progeny tests for F2:3 plants in Bruner Farm, some F2 plants with tan saddle 
seed coat derived from the crosses of T317 (Mdhl-n y20) with T239 (k2) were observed for 
foliage color segregation. Subsequently, four F2 families derived from the crosses of T317 
{Mdhl-n y20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2), which do not have light tan saddle 
phenotype expression, were checked for seed coat color segregation. Approximately 50 
F2;3 seeds from each of667 F2 families with tan saddle seed coat were planted in the 
sandbench. Foliage color segregations were recorded (Table 4). It is hypothesized that the 
yellow plants with tan saddle seed coat were derived from the recombinant chromosome. 
Based on the pooled data from the 667 F2:3 families, the recombination rate between the k2 
and Mdhl-ny20 loci was estimated as 3.04 ± 0.48% (Table 4). Based on this recombination 
rate, the probability of not observing a recombinant in repulsion phase is 0.66 in the estimated 
455 X 4 = 1,820 F2 plants derived from the crosses of T317 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) 
and L67-3483 (k2) (Hanson 1959). Thus, the failure to detect recombination in repulsion 
phase between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci constructed by crossing T317 (Mdhl-n y20) with 
T239 (k2), and L67-3483 (k2) is due to be the inability to score such recombinants in this 
small F2 population in such a close linkage situation. 
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Table 1. Description of soybean lines used for recombination studies 
GT' Strain no. Gene symbol Phenotype 
T239 L63-365 k2 (Urbana) Tan saddle seed coat 
167-3483" k2 (Columbia 2) Tan saddle seed coat 
T253 L67-4415A k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Urbana) y20 (Urbana) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T317 LA 45-1-51-1 Mdh1-n (Ames 1) y20 (Ames 1) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T323 CD-1 Mdhl-n (Ames 2) y20 (Antes 2) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T324 CD-2 Mdhl-n (Ames 3) y20 (Antes 3) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
T325 CD-3 Mdhl-n (Ames 4) y20 (Ames 4) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
BSR 101 Wild type 
Kenwood Wild type 
Harosoy Pb Isogenic line of Harosoy with sharp (Pb) pubescence tip 
a : Soybean Genetic Type Collection of USDA-ARS 
b: Soybean Isoiine Collection of USDA-ARS. 
Table 2. F2 repulsion data from crossing T317 (Mdhl-nylO), T323 {Mdhl-n y20)^ T324 {Mdhl-ny20)y 
and T325 {Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 {k2) 
Mdhl green plants Mdh1 null yellow plants" y2 • A (12) P 
Cross Homozygous green plants 
Yellow seed Tan saddle seed 
Heterozygotes for 
plant foliage color Yellow seed Tan saddle seed 
T323XT239 29 137 342 40 14 0.10 0.78 
T324XT239 69 132 417 50 16 0.18 0.68 
T325 X T239 49 117 331 78 32 0.00 1.00 
T239XT323 33 152 329 17 9 1.64 0.20 
T239 X T324 32 183 421 34 20 0.06 0.83 
T239XT325 49 212 492 107 46 0.60 0.46 
T323XL67-3483 39 138 299 32 29 3.18 0.08 
T324 X L67-3483 58 99 348 25 13 1.15 0.29 
T325 X L67-3483 44 111 312 50 22 0.00 1.00 
L67-3483 X T324 22 64 149 30 10 1.13 0.29 
L67-3483XT325 26 79 225 50 27 0.34 0.58 
T317XT239 103 253 701 45 0 0.57 0.46 
7317X1239" - - - 223 0 11.44* 0.00 
T317 X L67-3483 " 187 0 14.96' 0.00 
Total 553 1677 4366 968 240 
a : test for the goodness of fit of 1 homozygous green : 2 heterozygous green plant, 
b : A total of 862 green plants were pulled at seedling stage. 
c: A total of 768 green plants were pulled at seedling stage. 
d : Reduced viability in heterozygous families. 
e: test for the goodness of fit of 3 green : 1 yellow plant. 
Table 3. F2 coupling data from crossing T253 (k2 Mdhl-n y20) and the recombinants (k2 Mdhl-n y20) 
from repulsion studies with wild type plants 
MdM green plants Mdhl null yellow plants ° (la)" P 
Cross Homozygous green plant Heterozygotes for 
Yellow seed Tan saddle seed plant foliage color Tan saddle seed Yellow seed ** 
T253 X Harosoy Pb 228 0 508 38 0 1.84 0.18 
(T323 X T239) X Harosoy Pb 232 0 453 39 0 0.09 0.80 
(T324 X T239) X Harosoy Pb 209 0 405 69 0 0.14 0.72 
(T325 X T239) X Harosoy Pb 192 0 422 65 0 1.18 0.28 
(T323 X T239) X Kenwood 760" 233 0 1.25* 0.27 
(T323XT239)XBSR101 704" 204 0 3.11 • 0.08 
(T324XT239)X Kenwood 387" 135 0 11,3 ' 0.00 
(T324 X T239) X BSR 101 387" 131 0 0.02' 0.90 
(T325 X T239) X Kenwood 798" 219 0 6.52 • 0.01 
(T325 X T239) X BSR 101 828" 214 0 11.10 • 0.00 
T253 X Kenwood 756" 245 0 0.15* 0.71 
T253XBSR101 812" 193 0 18.00 • 0.00 
Total 861 5432 1788 1785 0 
Estimated total population size 13187 
a : X^ test for the goodness of fit of 1 homozygous green : 2 heterozygous green plant, 
b: Green plants were pulled at seedling stage. 
c; Reduced viability in heterozygous families. 
d: Recombinants. 
e ; X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 green : 1 yellow plant. 
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Table 4. Linkage estimation in F2:3 families from the crosses of T317 X T239 and 
T317XL67-3483 
Cross Family no. Green families Heterozygous families R ± SE (%)' 
T317XT239 1 84 4 2.33 ±1.16 
T317XT239 2 184 11 2.90 ± 0.88 
T317XT239 3 210 21 1.03 ± 0.47 
T317XL67-3483 4 144 3 4.77 ±1.30 
Total 622 39 3.04 ± 0.48 
a; Recombination rate ± standard error was calculated by Immer and Henderson's 
(1943) and Immer's (1934) methods. 
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GENETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF SEVEN NEW MUTANTS AT 
THE k2 Mdhl-ny20 CHROMOSOMAL REGION IN SOYBEAN 
Xianfeng Chen and Reid G. Palmer 
A paper to be submitted to The Journal of Heredity 
Abstract 
Seven new mutants were isolated at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region in soybean 
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.]. Among them, T234 is yellow foliage and malate dehydrogenase 1 
(Mdhl) null, cultivar 'Mandell* is green foliage mdMcffil null. T234 and Mandell were 
isolated via screening soybean germplasm. CD-9 is a yellow foliage and Mdhl null mutant 
identified in a gene tagging study using the W-m mutable line. X-193, X-194, PR-95-649, 
and PR-9S-650 were yellow foliage dxnAMdhl null and tan saddle seed coat mutants isolated 
in the F2 generation in the cross of T239 {k2) with PI 567.630A {Mdhl-n) designed to 
determine recombination between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci. AUelism and inheritance studies 
with these seven mutants were conducted. 
The results indicated that the yellow foliage mutants were conditioned by a single 
recessive nuclear locus and were allelic at X]x&y20 locus, and that all seven Mdhl null mutants 
were allelic at HieMdhl-n locus. The occurrence of the X-193, X-194, PR-95-649, and PR-
95-650 mutants were hypothesized to be mutations at iSa&Mdhl Y20 loci in T239 which 
results in k2 Mdhl-n y20 gametes being produced. 
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Finally, the original gene symbol for T234 was removed, and symbols were 
proposed to these seven new mutants. 
Introduction 
Both nuclear and cytoplasmic inherited yellow foliage mutants have been identified in soybean 
[Glycine max (L.) Merr.] (Palmer and Kilen 1987). Among the yellow foliage mutants, 17 
are nuclear inherited mutants at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region. Among them, 12 
were tan saddle seed coat {k2\ mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase [EC 1.1.1.37] 1 null 
(Mdhl-n), and yellow foliage (y20) mutants isolated in an experiment designed to detect 
chromosomal instability at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region by introducing the w4-m 
and YI8-m mutable systems into the T239 (k2) and T261(A2 Mdhl-n) genetic backgrounds 
(Chen and Palmer 1996 b). T317, T323, T324, and T325, are four yellow foliage and 
Mdhl null mutants. T317 was a somaclonal variant generated from tissue culture (Amberger 
et al 1992). T323, T324, and T325 were isolated in progeny rows of the w4-m mutable line, 
T322 (Hedges and Palmer 1992; Palmer et al 1989). T253, a spontaneous mutant in T239, 
originally was recorded as a tan saddle (Jc2) and yellow foliage (y20) mutant (Palmer 1984). 
Subsequently, T253 was confirmed to h&Mdhl null (Hedges and Pahner 1992). 
Six new malate dehydrogenase null mutants have been isolated in an experiment 
designed to identify recombinations between the k2 and Mdhl-n loci and are reported in this 
study. In the fall of 1994, two yellow foliage mutants, X-193 and X-194, were found in F2 
families segregating green and yellow plants derived from the cross of T239 {k2) X PI 567. 
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63 OA (Mcffil-ri) at the Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa. Subsequently, two additional yeUow 
foliage mutants, PR-9S-649 and PR-9S-6S0, were identified in F2 families segregating green 
and yellow plants derived from T239 (k2) X PI 576. 630A (AfdhJ-n) in the spring of 1995 at 
the Iowa State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at Isabela Substation, 
Isabela, Puerto Rico. At maturity, seed coat color segregations were observed. All the 
yellow foliage mutants bore tan saddle seeds. These four yellow foliage mutants 
subsequently were tested for Mdhl banding pattern and were malate dehydrogenase null. 
The fifth new yellow foliage mutant, CD-9, was found in a progeny row of T322, the w4-m 
mutable line possessing purple and white variegated flowers. CD-9 also was malate 
dehydroganase null. The sixth mutant, Mandell, is green foliage and malate dehydroganase 
null, and was identified in screening the soybean germplasm for Mdh J banding pattern. 
A total of 22 mutants have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region 
in soybean (Amberger et al 1992; Chen and Palmer 1996 a, b; Hedges and Pakner 1992; 
Palmer et al 1989). However, no mutant with yellow foliage, Mdhl present, and yellow 
seed coat color has been isolated. T261 originally was recorded as a green foliage and tan 
saddle mutant, subsequently, T261 was confirmed to he Mdhl null (Chen and Palmer 1996 
a). Doong and Kiang (1987) screened 93 USD A Soybean Genetic Type Collection mutants 
including T253 and T261. They reported that all the 93 Genetic Type Collections were 
monozymogramic with six malate dehydrogenase isozyme bands, and found no variant types. 
Thus, the objectives of this research were to : (1) screen the nuclear and cytoplasmic inherited 
yellow foliage mutants in the USD A Genetic Type Collection fov Mdhl banding patterns; and 
to (2) characterize genetically the six malate dehydrogenase null mutants. 
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Materiab and Methods 
T239, T261, and the soybean yellow foliage germplasm screened in this study were obtained 
from R. L. Nelson, USDA-ARS, Urbana, Illinois (Table 1). PI 567. 630A is diMdhl null 
mutant and M-19-3 is a yellow foliage (v20), MdhI null (Mdhl-n), and tan saddle seed coat 
(k2) mutant isolated previously (Chen and Pakner 1996 a, b). 
Screening the USDA soybean yellow foliage germplasm 
Seeds were placed on germination paper at 37 °C for three days. Fifteen seedlings of the 
heterozygous entries were transplanted to the sandbench after they were sampled for 
electrophoresis. The identities of the seeds/seedlings were maintained. Foliage color 
segregations were confirmed one week after transplanting. 
Malate dehydrogenase isozyme pattern determination followed the starch gel 
electrophoresis procedure described by Cardy and Beversdorf (1984 a, b). Electrophoretic 
samples were taken from the cotyledons of the three-day-old seedlings by using a 100-ul 
micropipette. The samples were stored at -70 ° C until assayed. Starch gels were prepared 
by using 11.78% starch concentrations with "B" gel and electrode buffer systems (pH 6.5). 
Gels were run at a constant power of 9.5 W for 5.5 hours in a 4 °C chromatography cooling 
chamber. 
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Allelism and inheritance tests 
Standard soybean crossing techniques were used to obtain cross-pollinations for allelism and 
inheritance studies (Walker et al. 1979). Seed coat color, foliage color, and pubescence 
color were used as morphological markers to verified successfiil cross-pollinations. Crosses 
were made at the Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa, and in the USDA greenhouse at Iowa State 
University. F1 seeds were advanced to F2 seeds in a growth chamber at Iowa State 
University and at the Iowa State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at 
the Isabela Substation, Isabela, Puerto Rico. The F2 seeds were planted at the Bruner Farm 
and in the sandbench in the USDA greenhouse. Segregations for foliage color, seed coat 
color, wAMdhl banding pattern were evaluated. 
Results and Discussion 
Screening the USDA soybean yellow foliage germplasm 
Forty-seven nuclear inherited and seven cytoplasmic inherited yellow foliage mutants were 
tested for Mdhl banding patterns. All these mutants contained Mdhl except T234 which 
was malate dehydrogenase null (Table 2). Thus, T234 is a yellow foliage and putative 
Mdhl-n mutant. Doong and Kiang (1987) reported that T234 had the same malate 
dehydrogenase banding pattern as the other 92 Genetic Type collections surveyed. Thus they 
missed T234 as a malate dehydrogenase null mutant. Doong and Kiang (1987) used slab-gel 
electrophoretic system which could only resolve six malate dehydrogenase bands. We used 
starch gel electrophoretic system which is able to resolve up to eight malate dehydrogenase 
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bands. T234 was missing the two lowest mobility malate dehydrogenase isozyme bands on 
our electrophoretic gels. 
The yellow foliage phenotype of T234 was similar to that of T317, T253, T323, 
T324, and T32S which was conditioned by the >^20 recesave nuclear allele. Thus, it is highly 
likely that the yellow foliage phenotype of T234 is determined by ii\&y20 allele instead of the 
^75 allele. The gene symbolj'/J was assigned to T234 previously, but we were not able to 
find any written record of the genetic studies. 
Allelism tests at the k2, Afdhl-n^ smdy20 loci with the seven new mutants 
Six out of 36 F2 families derived fi-om the cross of T239 (k2) X PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n) had 
green and yellow plants segregations. Four F2 mutants families, X-193, X-194, PR-95-649, 
and PR-95-650, were maintained. The original F2 segregations of the four yellow foliage 
mutants are presented in Table 3. Approximately 3 green : 1 yellow plant segregations were 
observed in F2 segregating mutant families, suggesting that the yellow foliage mutations were 
conditioned by a single nuclear recessive gene mutation. 
Allelism tests at the k2 and Mdhl-n loci were constructed by crossing with PI 
567.63OA (A/<a5^/-w), T325 {Mdhl-ny20\ and T261 {k2 Mdhl-n). All F1 seeds were 
Mdhl null, indicating allelism at the Mdhl-n locus. The F2 seed coats derived fi-om the 
crosses of X-193, X-194, PR-95-649, and PR-95-650 with T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) were all tan 
saddle (Table 4), indicating allelism at the k2 locus for these four mutants. Allelism tests at 
Xh&y20 locus were constructed by crossing T325 (Mdhl-n y20) and M-19-3 {k2 Mdhl-n 
y20). All F1 plants were yellow foliage (Table 5), indicating allelism at the >'20 locus for the 
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six ydlow foliage mutations. Inheritance studies with five yellow foliage mutants were 
presented in Table 6. Chi-square tests for 3 green to 1 yellow plant F2 segregation indicated 
nonsignificance (Table 6), establishing that the yellow foliage was conditioned by a recessive 
gene mutation (y20). Thus, it is confirmed that all seven mutants described in this report 
were new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. Gene symbols were proposed 
to these seven new mutants (Table 1). 
The four yellow foliage mutants derived in F2 plants from the cross of T239 (k2) X PI 
S67.630A (Mdhl-n) had tan saddle seed coat and all the green plants had yellow seed coat. 
Thus, it is hypothesized that the yellow foliage indMdhJ null phenotypes in X-193, X-194, 
PR-95-649, and PR-95-650 resulted from mutations at the Y20 Mdhl loci in T239 {k2) rather 
than the K2 Y20 loci in PI 567.630A (Mdhl-ri). A total of 62 F2 families derived from the 
cross of Harosoy, an isogenic line of T239, with PI 567.630A QAdhl-n) were screened for 
mutations. No mutants were isolated in these 62 F2 families (data not shown). Thus, it is 
suggested that the mutations in T239 resulting in the yellow foliage, Mdhl null, and tan 
saddle seed coat mutants were due to the k2 allele in T239. Additionally, no mutational 
events were observed in a total of 59 F2 families derived from L67-3483 (k2) X PI 567.630A 
{Mdhl-ri) (data not shown). Although how PI 567.630A induces the mutations at the Mdhl 
¥20 loci in T239 is not clear, genetic instability at the k2 Mdhl ¥20 chromosomal region in 
T239 was observed while introducing the w4-m, and ¥18-m mutable systems into T239 {k2) 
genetic background. This instability was considered to be receptor element activities at or 
near the k2 Mdhl y20 chromosomal region which may contain complex chromosomal 
rearrangements such as duplications. The mutations at the k2 Mdhl-n ¥20 region in T239 
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resulted in k2 MdhJ-ny20 gametes being produced which &ci]itated the isolation of 12 
mutants at the k2 Mdhl y20 chromosomal region (Chen and Pahner 1996 b). The isolation of 
the four yellow foliage, Mdhl null and tan saddle seed coat mutants in F2 plants from the 
cross of T239 (k2) with PI S67.630A Q4dhl-ri) is additional support for the genetic instability 
^i\hQk2MdhIY20chiomosovBalxQ&ori'ml229. A1937, X1878, X2717, andX2937are 
the parents of the w4-ni mutable line which were suspected to contain active transposable 
elements. However, PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n) is a Chinese germplasm which also induced the 
mutations at the Mdhl Y20 in T239 Thus PI 567.630A may also contain transposable 
elements in the genome. 
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Table 1. Soybean lines used in crosses and seven new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region 
GT' Strain no. Gene symbol Description 
T239 L63-365 k2 (Urbana) Tan saddle seed coat 
T261 S56-26 k2 (Columbia 1) Mdh1-n (Columbia 1) Tan saddle seed coat and malate dehydrogenase 1 null 
M-19-3 k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Arrns 16) y20 (Ames 15) ° Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow foliage 
PI ser.esoA" A93-309 Mdhl-n (Ames 6) Malate dehydrogenase 1 null 
Kenwood Wild type 
l\^andell Mdhl-n (Ames 18) ° Malate dehydrogenase 1 null 
T234 Mdhl-n (Ames 24) y20 (Ames 22)" Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage. 
CD.9 Mdhl-n (Anws 19) y20 (Ames 17) ° Malate dehydrogenase 1 null and yellow foliage 
X-193 k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 20) y20 (Ames 18) ° Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow foliage 
X-194 k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 21) y20 (Ames 19) ° Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null. and 
yellow foliage 
PR-95-649 k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 22) y20 (Ames 20) Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow foliage 
PR-95-650 k2 (Urbana) Mdhl-n (Ames 23) y20 (Ames 21) ° Tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null. and 
yellow foliage 
a : Soybean Genetic Type Collection of USDA-ARS. 
b: Plant introduction number of USDA-ARS. 
c: Proposed gene symbols. 
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Table 2. Soybean yellow foliage mutants screened for malate dehydrogenase 
Genetic Type * Gene symbol No. of seeds tested Mdh1 banding i 
T102 y4 3 Present 
T116H yS 30 Present 
T134 yS 3 Present 
T135 y9 3 Present 
T136 y6 3 Present 
T138 y7y8 3 Present 
T139 y3 3 Present 
T143 y3y7y8 3 Present 
T144 y7y8 3 Present 
T160 3 Present 
T161 ylO 3 Present 
T162 y17 3 Present 
T164 3 Present 
T218M Y18-m 3 Present 
T219H y11 30 Present 
T220 3 Present 
T221 - 3 Present 
T223 - 3 Present 
T224 - 3 Present 
T225H y18 30 Present 
T225M Y18-m 3 Present 
T226 - 3 Present 
T227 - 3 Present 
T229 y14 3 Present 
T230 y13 3 Present 
T231 - 3 Present 
T232 - 3 Present 
T233 y12 3 Present 
T234 y15 30 Null 
T249H P1 30 Present 
T250H 30 Present 
T252 - 3 Present 
T254 - 3 Present 
T257H y16 30 Present 
T265H y19 30 Present 
T270H y22 30 Present 
T275 cyt-Y2 6 Present 
T278M cyt-Y3 18 Present 
T283 - 3 Present 
T288 y23 3 Present 
T314 cyt-Y4 3 Present 
T315 cyt-Y5 3 Present 
T316 cyt-Y6 3 Present 
T319 cyt-Y7 3 Present 
T320 cyt-Y8 3 Present 
PI 84619 - 3 Present 
PI 507019 - 3 Present 
PI 507429 - 3 Present 
PI 507430 - 3 Present 
PI 507477 - 3 Present 
PI 507480 - 3 Present 
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Table 2. (continued) 
Genetic Type ' Gene symbol No. of seeds tested Mdh1 banding pattern 
P1158252 • 3 Present 
LG 87-6108 - 15 Present 
LG 87^047 
- 15 Present 
a: PI and LG87-designations refer to yellow foliage mutants, but they have not been added 
to the Genetic Type Collection. 
Table 3. Segregation data of yellow foliage mutants in original F2 segregating 
families derived from the cross of T239 {k2) X PI S67.630A {Mdhl-n) 
Family no. Strain no. Green plants Yellow plants' Ratio 
1 X-193 88 27 3.19 
2 X-194 71 25 2.84 
3 PR-95-649 103 36 2.86 
4 PR-95-650 83 21 3.95 
a; All yellow plants were tan saddle seed coat and malate dehydrogenase 1 null, 
b: Green vs yellow plant 
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Table 4. Allelism tests at the Mdhl-n and the k2 loci with the seven 
new mutants by crossing with Tl6\{k2 Mdhl-n)^ PI 567.630A (Afdhl-n)^ 
and T32S (Mdhl-n y20) 
Cross No. of F1 seeds Mdhl pattern Phenotype of F2 seed coat 
MandellXT261 6 Null Yellow 
Mandell X PI 567.630A 8 Null Yellow 
X-193XT261 4 Null Tan saddle 
X-194XT261 8 Null Tan saddle 
PR-95-649XT261 2 Null Tan saddle 
PR-95-650XT261 2 Null Tan saddle 
T325XT234 8 Null a 
T234XT261 2 Null a 
CD-9XT325 4 Null Yellow 
a: Data not available. 
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Table 5. Allelism tests at the ^ 20 locus with the six new yellow mutants by 
crossing with T325 {Mdhl-ny20) and M-19-3 {k2 Mdhl-n y20) 
Cross No. of F1 plants Phenotype 
T325XX-193 
M-19-3XX-193 
T325XX-194 
PR-95-649XT325 
T325 X PR-95-650 
T325XT234 
CD-9XT325 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
8 
4 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
Yellow foliage 
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Table 6. F2 segregation data of green and yellow plants from the crosses 
of the six new yellow mutants with T261, T239, and Kenwood 
Cross No. of green plants No. of yellow plants Apii) P 
X-193XT261 64 25 0.45 0.50 
X-194XT261 67 22 0.00 1.00 
PR-95-649XT261 61 21 0.02 0.90 
PR-95-650XT261 173 50 0.79 0.39 
CD-9 X Kenwood 92 27 0.34 0.58 
CD-9XT239 123 35 0.68 0.43 
MandellX Evans" 83 23 0.62 0.45 
a : X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 green : 1 yellow plant, 
b: Test for the segregation of 3 Mdh1 present: 1 Mdhl null. 
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ISOLATION OF A HETEROZYGOUS FEMALE SEMISTERILE 
FACTOR AND ITS LINKAGE RELATIONSHIP WITH THREE 
MORPHOLOGICAL MARKERS IN SOYBEAN 
A paper to be submitted to Soybean Genetics Newsletter 
Xianfeng Chen and Reid G. Palmer 
Abstract 
A heterozygous female semisterile factor has been isolated in L67-3483 genetic background. 
L67-3483 is fertile upon self-pollination, however, when it was used in cross-pollinations as 
either male or female parent, all F1 plants were semisterile. The F1 pollen grains appeared to 
be normal as judged by I2 KI staining. However, about 50% ovule abortion was observed at 
maturity. Self-pollinations of the F1 plants produced F2 plants in a ratio of approximately 1 
fertile plant; 1 semisterile plant. No linkages were detected between this heterozygous 
female semisterile &ctor and tan saddle seed coat (k2X pubescence color (77), and hypocotyl 
color {Wl) loci. 
Introduction 
Belling (1914) described a heritable type of sterility in Stizolium, whose phenotype was about 
50% pollen grain and embryo sac abortion. He termed this phenotype semisterility. The 50% 
pollen and ovule abortion is due to the meiotic segregation of a heterozygous chromosomal 
translocation which produce deficiency/duplication gametes. Heritable female sterility in 
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angiospenns has been reported to be associated with a variety of factors including the lack of 
fertilization, failure of embryo sac to complete its development, etc. (Mogensen 1982). 
In soybean, four partial female-sterile mutants, PS-1, PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4, have 
been described (Palmer et al. 1989; Pereira 1994). PS-1, PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4 were 
recovered from a gene-tagging experiment (Palmer et al. 1989). These four partial-sterile 
mutations do not afifect pollen viability. PS-1 is a true breeding female partial-sterile mutant 
that is conditioned by a single recessive nuclear gene mutation, while PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4 
are maintained as heterozygotes. Upon self-pollinations of PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4, 
heterozygotes produce approximately 1 fertile: 1 partial-sterile plant. PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4 
alleles do not transmit the partial sterile trait through the female when partial-sterile mutants 
are used as female parents in cross-pollinations. PS-1 is not allelic to PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4 
(Pereira 1994). 
Soybean mutant, USDA isoline L67-3483, originally was recorded as a tan saddle seed 
coat mutant, which was found by L. F. Williams in 1955 in X-rayed cultivar 'Clark' at 
Columbia, Missouri. In 1993, a female semisterile factor was identified in L67-3483. The 
semisterility was evident in F1 plants derived from crosses using L67-3483 as parent. L67-
3483 is completely fertile upon self-pollination, however, when it is used in cross-pollinations, 
all F1 plants are semisterile. The F1 pollen grams appear to be normal as judged by I2 KI 
staining. However, about 50% ovule abortion is observed at maturity. Self-pollinations of 
the F1 plants produce F2 plants in an approximately 1 fertile ; 1 semisterile ratio. This 
phenomenon has been observed when L67-3483 is used both as female and male parent. 
Preliminary genetic data suggest that the semisterility of the F1 plants derived from cross-
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pollinations using L67-3483 is distinct from the partial-sterility of PS-1, which is conditioned 
by a single nuclear recessive allele, and from the partial-sterility of PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4, 
which is only transmitted through the male parent. Nonsignificant pollen abortion is evident 
in L67-3483 heterozygotes, suggesting that the semisterility is not due to a chromosomal 
translocation. 
The objectives of this study were to : (1) determine the inheritance of this 
heterozygous female semisterile factor; (2) investigate whether the heterozygous female 
semisterility with L67-3483 is due to the pleiotropic effect of the k2 (tan saddle seed coat) 
allele or linked to the k2 locus; (3) determine the linkage relation of this heterozygous female 
semisterile factor with two morphological markers, pubescence color (Tl) and hypocotyl 
color (JF/). 
Materials and Methods 
The experimental material, Clark isoline L67-3483, was obtained from R. L. Nelson, USDA-
ARS, Urbana, Iliinois. The phenotypes of L67-3483 are tan saddle seed coat ik2\ purple 
hypocotyl and purple flower (fF7), and brown pubescence {Tl). XI878, a soybean breeding 
line, was obtained from Asgrow Seed Company, Ames, Iowa. The phenotypes of X1878 are 
yellow seed coat (K2), green hypocotyl and white flower (w/), and gray pubescence (/)• 
Standard soybean crossing techniques were used to obtain cross-pollinations (Walker 
et al. 1979). Seed coat color, flower color, and pubescence color were used as 
morphological markers to verify the success of cross-pollinations. Crosses were made at the 
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Bniner Farm near Ames, Iowa, in summer of 1994. F1 seeds were advanced to F2 seeds at 
the Iowa State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at the Isabela 
Substation, Isabela, Puerto Rico, in spring of 199S. The F2 seeds were planted at the Bruner 
Farm in summer of 199S. Segregations for fertility/semisterility, seed coat color, and 
pubescence color were recorded at maturity. One F2 &mily was harvested individually. 
Progeny test of the F2;3 seeds were conducted in the sandbench in the USDA greenhouse at 
Iowa State University for the segregation of hypocotyl color (purple vs. green). The 
segregation data were analyzed by using the computer program LINKAGE-1, version 90 
(Suiter etal. 1983). 
Results and Discussion 
Segregation of fertility : semisterility was observed in F2 plants derived from the crosses of 
XI878 X L67-3483. Chi-square tests indicated non-significance for the segregation of 1 
completely fertile to 1 semisterile plant in all 11 F2 families (Tables 1 to 3). Both XI878 and 
L67-3483 gave completely fertile plants upon self-pollination. It is suggested that the F2 
semisterile plants were plants that contained the female semisterile factor in the heterozygous 
condition. Smce L67-3483 was generated by X-ray radiation, it was hypothesized that the 
semisterility may be due to the pleiotropic effect of the k2 allele or chromosomal 
rearrangements near the k2 locus. If correct, a close linkage should be detected between the 
k2 and the heterozygous female semisterile factor. The segregations of seed coat color and 
fertility/semisterility were checked in the F2 plants. Chi-square tests for the segregation of 3 
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yellow seed : 1 tan saddle seed and 1 fertile : 1 semisterile plant in F2 plants indicated 
nonsignificance (Table I). No close linkage was detected between the k2 locus and the 
heterozygous female semisterile &ctor. The recombination fraction between the k2 locus and 
the female semisterile factor was about 49.12 ± 3.79% based on the pooled data from five F2 
families (Table 1). Thus, it is concluded that the k2 locus and the heterozygous female 
semisterile factor segregate independently, suggesting that the semisterile phenotype of L67-
3483 is not due to the pleiotropic effect of the k2 allele or chromosomal rearrangements near 
the k2 locus. 
Chi-square tests for the segregation of 3 brown pubescence ; 1 gray pubescence plant 
and 1 fertile ; 1 semisterile plant indicated independence based on 526 F2 plants from five F2 
families (Table 2). Thus, no linkage was detected between the 77 locus and the heterozygous 
female semisterile &ctor. The recombination Section between the W1 locus and the 
heterozygous female semisterile factor was 45.06 ± 5.25% based on F2;3 progenies from 180 
F2 plants (Table 3). Thus, it is suggested that the W1 locus and the heterozygous female 
semisterile factor segregate independently. 
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Table 1. F2 segregation data for linkage determination between tan saddle seed coat color {k2) locus and the 
heterozygous female semisterile factor in L67-3483 from the cross of X1878 X L67-3483 
Yellow seed Tan saddle seed Yellow seed Tan saddle seed 
1 31 9 28 11 0.01 0.93 0.00 1.00 0.34 0.56 44.38 ±9.69 
2 28 8 27 16 0.62 0.45 1.22 0.27 2.08 0.15 36.02 ± 9.44 
3 60 17 79 19 2.52 0.12 1.83 0.18 0.19 0.66 45.82 ± 6.53 
4 44 15 51 12 0.13 1.73 0.54 0.47 0.72 0.40 42.93 ± 7.78 
5 25 7 27 9 0.24 0.64 0.37 0.56 0.09 0.76 46.95 ± 10.49 
Pooled data 188 56 212 67 2.34 0.14 0.61 0.45 0.08 0.78 49.12 ± 3.79 
Pooled X^ (df=4) 3.52 0.48 3.96 0.42 3.33 0.50 
Homogeneity X^ (df=3) 1.18 0.76 3.35 0.35 3.25 0.37 
a ; test for the goodness of fit of 1 semisterile : 1 fertile plant. 
b: X^ test for the goodness of fit of 3 yellow seed : 1 tan saddle seed. 
c: X^ for the goodness of fit of the segregation of 1 fertile; 1 semisterile plant and 3 yellow seed : 1 tan saddle seed, 
d : Recombination fraction ± standard error 
Table 2. F2 segregation data for linkage determination between pubescence color {Tl) locus and the heterozygous 
female semisterile factor in L67-3483 from the cross of X1878 X L67-3483 
Families Semisterile plants 
Brown Gray 
Fertile plants 
Brown Gray 
1 
P (1:1) A (3:1) P(3:1) ' P (1;1)(3:1) R ± SE(%)° 
1 29 11 31 8 0.01 0.92 0.04 0.84 0.53 0.47 42.86 ± 9.67 
2 24 12 30 13 0.62 0.43 1.86 0.17 0.09 0.77 48.40 ±9.74 
3 57 20 70 30 3.00 0.08 1.00 0.32 0.35 0.56 45.57 ±6.49 
4 49 10 40 23 0.13 0.72 0.27 5.91 5.91 0.00 31.26 ±7.39 
5 24 27 27 10 2.23 0.14 13.64 0.04 0.04 0.85 47.90 ±10.42 
Pooled data 183 61 198 84 2.75 0.10 1.85 0.17 1.50 0.22 45.20 ± 3.76 
Pooled X^(df=4) 5.99 0.20 16.81 0.00 6.92 0.14 
Homogeneity X^ (df=3) 3.24 0.36 14.96 0.00 5.42 0.14 
a : test for the goodness of fit of 1 semisterile : 1 fertile plant. 
b; test for the goodness of fit of 3 brown pubescence: 1 gray pubescence plant. 
c: X^ for the goodness of fit of the segregation of 1 fertile : 1 semisterile plant and 3 brown pubescence; 1 gray pubescence plant, 
d : Recombination fraction ± standard error. 
Table 3. F2:3 segregation data for linkage determination between hypocotyl color (fVl) locus and the heterozygous 
female semisterile factor in L67-3483 from the cross of X1878 X L67-3483 
Semisterile plants Fertile plants a A (1,1) P (1;1) X''(i;2:1)° P(1;2;1) X''(1;1)(1:2:1)'' P {1:1)(1;2;1) R ± SE (%) " 
Purple Segregating Green Purple Segregating Green 
28 42 20 21 47 22 0.00 1.00 0.57 0.75 1.38 0.50 45.06 ±5.25 
a : test for the goodness of fit of 1 semisterile: 1 fertile plant. 
b : test for the goodness of fit of 1 purple; 2 segregating ; 1 green hypocotyl plant. 
c: X^ for the goodness of fit of the segregation of 1 fertile : 1 semisterile plant and 1 purple; 2 segregating : 1 green hypocotyl plant, 
d : Recombination fraction ± standard error. 
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ISOLATION OF FOUR INDEPENDENT MONOGENICALLY 
INHERITED MALE-STERILE MUTANTS IN SOYBEAN 
A paper published in Soybean Genetics Newsletter 1996,23: 134-139 
^anfeng Chen and Reid G. Palmer 
Abstract 
Four nuclear male sterile mutants have been isolated. One was isolated in F3 plants originally 
designed for allelism test at XhtMdhl-n locus in the cross of T261 with T323. One was 
isolated in F2 plants designed for allelism tests at Hb&Mdhl-n locus in the cross of T261 X PI 
567.630A Two were isolated in recombination studies involving the Mdhl-ny20 and k2 loci 
derived from crosses of T317 X T239 and T325 X L67-3483, respectively. Three-season 
progeny tests indicated that all four male sterile mutants were heritable in a single recessive 
nuclear gene Mendelian fashion. 
Introduction 
Male-sterile, female-fertile mutants refer to mutations affecting male reproductive fimction, 
whereas female reproduction is usually complete or slightly reduced. Male sterility in higher 
plants has been extensively reviewed by Kaul (1988). Male-sterile mutations have been 
excellent materials for plant breeding, genetics, reproductive biology, and molecular biology 
studies. Male-sterile mutants have been used in soybean breeding programs to produce hybrid 
seeds (Lewers 1996). 
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Male-Sterile mutations in soybean have been reviewed by Palmer et al. (1992). Seven 
independent loci, msl to ms 6 and an unknown male-sterile mutation that is non-allelic to 
msl to ms 6, have been described (fm et al. 1996; Palmer et al. 1992). The msl to ms 4 
alleles were spontaneous mutations in breeding populations, while the ms5 allele was 
identified in the neutron-irradiated cultivar 'Essex' (Buss 1983). Seven independent msl 
mutations, three independent ms3 mutations and two independent ms4 mutations are known 
in soybean (Palmer et al. 1992). 
Four independent new male-sterile mutations (NMM) suspected to be heritable were 
identified at maturity in 1994 at Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa. The male-sterile plants were 
green bearing very few pods at harvest time. One NMM, NMM -1, was isolated in F3 plants 
originally designed for aUelism test at i}a& Mdhl-n (malate dehydrogenase 1 null) locus in the 
cross of T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) X T323 (y20 Mdhl-n). NMM-2 and NMM-3, were isolated in 
recombination studies involving Mdhl-n y20 (mitochondrial malate dehydrogenase 1 null 
and yellow foliage) and the k2 (tan saddle seed coat) loci derived fi-om crosses of T317 X 
T239 and T325 X L67-3483. NMM-4 was isolated in F2 plants designed for allelism tests at 
ihe Mdhl-n locus in the cross of T261 {k2 Mdhl-n) X PI 567.630A {Mdhl-n). The 
objectives of this study were: (1) to conduct progeny tests with the four NMMs to determine 
whether these putative male-sterile mutations were heritable, and (2) to determine how 
many genetic loci were involved in the male-sterile phenotypes in these four NMMs. 
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Materiab and Methods 
The experimental materials used in these studies are summarized in Table 1. Genetic Types 
T239, T261, Clark isoline L67-3483 and USDA PI 567.630A were obtained from R. L. 
Nelson, USDA-ARS, Utbana, Illinois. T317, T323, T325 are yellow foliage (y20) and malate 
dehydrogenase 1 null (Mdhl-n) mutants isolated previously (Amberger et al. 1992; Hedges 
and Palmer 1992). Standard soybean crossing techniques were used to obtained cross-
poUinations (Walker et al. 1979). To verify the success of cross-pollinations, foliage color, 
flower color, pubescence color and seed coat color were used as morphological markers. 
Progeny tests were conducted at the Bruner Farm near Ames, Iowa, and at the Iowa 
State University-University of Puerto Rico Soybean Nursery, at the Isabela Substation, 
Isabela, Puerto Rico. Numbers of segregating and nonsegregating families were recorded. 
Families with less than ten plants that displayed no fertility ; sterility segregation in the 
progeny rows were discarded based on statistical consideration for one-gene Mendelian 
segregation. 
Results and Discussion 
In fall of 1994, four suspected heritable male-sterile mutations were observed at 
maturity in a recombination experiment involving itieMdhl-ny20 and the k2 loci in repulsion 
phase and allelism tests at theMdhl-n locus (Table 2). One F3 family derived from the cross 
of T261 X T323 segregated about 7 fertile to 1 sterile plants. One F3 family derived from the 
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cross of T317 X T239 segregated about 3 fertile to 1 sterile plants. One F3 family derived 
from the cross of T32S X L67-3483 segregated complete fertile, partial sterile, and complete 
sterile plants. The ratio of fertile and partial sterile plant; complete sterile plants fit 3:1 one-
gene model. The partial sterile plants were due to a female-sterile mutation in L67-3483, 
which results in partial sterility in heterozygous plants. One F2 family derived from the cross 
of T261 X PI 567.630A segregated with fertile, semisterile, and complete male-sterile plants. 
The ratio of fertile and semisterile plants ; complete male-sterile plants fit 3;1 Mendelian 
model. The semisterile plants in F2 families from the crosses of T261 X PI 567.630A were 
due to a chromosomal translocation in PI 567.630A (Chen and Palmer 1996). All the sterile 
plants in the above mentioned four families bore a few pods with three seeds, suggesting that 
the sterile phenotypes are female fertile and complete male sterile. The sterile plants were 
discarded in the segregating families and the fertile plants were harvested individually. 
Progeny tests with the F3:4 plants of NMM-1 to NMM-3 and with F2:3 plants of 
NMM-4 derived from the above four families were conducted in Ames, Iowa, in summer, 
1995. Segregation of fertile and complete male-sterile plants were evident in the progeny 
rows of NMM-1 to NMM-4 (Table 3 and Table 4). Thus, it is suggested that all four male-
sterile mutations were heritable. Since the total number of plants per family was small, 
statistical calculations were not made to estimate the number of genetic loci involved in these 
nuclear male-sterile mutations. Based upon the pooled data on the fertility; sterility 
segregation in the segregating families, a 3; 1 Mendelian ratio with the fertility and sterility 
segregation was evident in all four mutant progeny rows (Table 4). It is suggested that all 
four male-sterile mutations are monogenically inherited in nature. Thus these male-sterile 
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mutants are maintained in heterozygous condition. Families no. 4 and 9 for NMM-1 and 
family no. 10 for NMM-2 were maintained. For NMM-3 and NMM-4, families no. 6 and 14 
and &mily no. 7, that did not contain partial sterile or semisterile segregation, were 
maintained for NMM-3 and NMM-4, respectively (Table 4). 
Twenty F4:5 families of NMM-1, NMM-2 and NMM-3 and twenty F3:4 families of 
NMM-4 derived from the fertile plants were planted in Puerto Rico. Segregation for fertile 
and male-sterile plants was observed in the progeny rows (Table S). Thus, it was established 
that ail four male-sterile mutations were heritable. At present, whether these NMMs are 
allelic to any of the known male-sterile mutations in soybean is still unknown. Further 
inheritance and allelism tests against the previously reported seven male-sterile mutant loci 
have been planned. 
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Table 1. Soybean lines used in crosses 
GT* Strain no. Gene symbol Phenotype 
T239 L63-365 k2 (Urbana) Green foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 present, and 
tan saddle seed coat 
L67-3483'' k2 (Columbia 2) Green foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 present, and 
tan saddle seed coat 
T261 S56-26 k2 (Columbia I) Mdhl-n (Columbia 1) Green foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
tan saddle seed coat 
T323 CD-I y20 (Ames 2) Mdhl-n (Ames 2) Yellow foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow seed coat 
T325 CD-3 y20 (Ames 4) Mdhl-n (Ames 4) Yellow foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow seed coat 
PI 567.630A Mdhl-n (Ames 6) Green foliage, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and 
yellow seed coat 
a: USDA-ARS Soybean Genetic Type Collection, 
b : USDA-ARS Soybean Isoline Collection. 
Table 2. Isolation of four putative new male-sterile mutants 
New male-sterile mutant Generation Original cross Fertile plant Complete male-sterile plant Ratio 
NMM-1 F3 T261 XT323 51 7 7.29 
NMM-2 F3 T317XT239 44 15 2.93 
NMM-3 F3 T325 X L67-3483 34* 9 3.78 
NMM-4 F2 T261 XPI567.630A 16" 5 3.20 
a : Contains partial sterile plants due to a heterozygous female sterile mutation in L67-3483. 
b ; 8 complete fertile plants and 8 semisterile plants due to a chromosomal translocation in PI S67.630A 
Table 3. Progeny tests with fertile plants from plants segregating male-sterile plants* 
New male-sterile mutant No. homozygous families No. heterozygous families 
NMM-1 31 12 
NMM-2 20 18 
NMM-3 13 18 
NMM-4 4 8 
a : F3:4 families for NMM-1 , NMM-2, and NMM-3; F2:3 families for NMM-4, 
Table 4. Fertility : sterility segregations in F3:4 NMM-1, NMM-2 and NMM-3 families and F2:3 NMM-4 families 
r Family no. NMM-1 NMM-2 NMM-3' NMM-4 
Fertile Male-sterile Fertile Male-sterile Fertile Male-sterile Fertile Male-sterile 
1 12 7 5 3 23 6 7+6" 4 
2 28 7 7 2 12 2 5 + 3 3 
3 41 18 26 3 21 8 4 + 4 5 
4 80 27 42 11 19 3 7 + 6 3 
5 11 7 6 4 38 11 25 + 21 24 
6 9 5 1 3 43 13 80 + 0 31 
7 19 12 44 10 9 3 88 + 0 31 
8 9 4 21 11 7 3 11+0 4 
9 27 10 12 5 14 4 
10 11 6 54 22 15 7 
11 34 10 43 13 8 2 
12 14 2 23 8 28 10 
13 49 12 34 11 
14 8 2 69 18 
15 3 1 18 8 
16 21 5 24 2 
17 24 9 2 1 
18 1 5 5 2 
Total 295 115 390 129 389 114 267 105 
Ratio 
X' (3:.) 
P(df=l) 
2.57 
2.03 
0.16 
3.02 
0.00 
1.00 
3.41 
1.46 
0.23 
2.54 
2.07 
0.16 
a : Contain partial sterile plants due to a heterozygous female sterile mutation in L67-3483. 
b ; Contain semisterile plants due to a chromosomal translocation in PI S67.630A. 
c ; Fertile + semisterile plants. 
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Table S. Progeny tests with fertile plants from families segregating male-sterile plants * 
New male-sterile mutant No. homozygous fiimilies No. heterozygous femilies 
NMM-1 3 17 
NMM-2 7 13 
NMM-3 5 15 
NMM-4 2 18 
a : F4:5 femilies for NMM-1, NMM-2, and NMM-3; F3:4 femilies for NMM-4. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
In soybean [Gfyc/we max ^.) Merr.], k2, and >'20 are three closely linked 
but distinct genetic loci, which condition three distinct mutant phenotypes, tan saddle seed 
coat (k2), mitochondrial malate dehydroganase 1 (Mdhl) null, and yellow foliage (y20), 
respectively. These three mutant phenotypes have occurred both separately and concurrently. 
Eight mutants have been reported at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region. The objectives 
of this dissertation research were to : (1) examine the relationships of these three loci by 
testing allelism, inheritance, and recombination using the available mutants; and to (2) 
determine whether chromosomal instability exists at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region 
which may contain complex chromosomal rearrangements by introducing the W-m and Yl8-m 
mutable systems into the k2 (T239, T261, and L67-3483) genetic backgrounds. 
Twenty-two new mutants have been isolated at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal 
region in this dissertation research. Five new mutants, USDA PI 567. 630A {Mdhl-n), PI 
567.391 (Mdhl-ri), Genetic Types T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) and T234 (y20 Mdhl-n), and soybean 
cultivar 'Mandell' (Mdhl-n), were isolated via screening the soybean germplasm. One new 
mutant, CD-9 {y20 Mdhl-n), was isolated in the progeny row of T322, the •w4-m mutable 
line. Sbcteen new mutants with tan saddle seed coat, Mdhl null, and yellow foliage 
phenotypes were isolated in the F2/F3 progeny rows of the crosses of T239 {k2) and T261 {k2 
Mdhl-ri) with PI 567.630A (Mdhl-ri), and with five breeding lines, A1937, XI878, X1937, 
X2717, and Lincoln, which were suspected to contain active transposable element systems in 
their genomes. 
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Inheritance studies indicated that the k2, Mdhl-n, and y20 alleles were inherited as 
single nuclear recessive alleles, respectively, and that the three known tan saddle seed coat 
mutants, T239, T261, and L67-3483, were allelic at the k2 locus, and the 22 Mcffil null 
mutants were allelic at Oa&Mdhl-n locus, and the 18 yellow foliage mutants were allelic at the 
y20 locus. PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n) was homozygous for a chromosome translocation. No 
linkage was detected between the k2 locus and the translocation breakpoint in PI 567.630A 
(Mdhl-n). 
Approximately 1 ± 1.36% recombination rate between the k2 and man Mdhl-n loci was 
detected in coupling phase in the crosses of T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) with wild type plants in the 
estimated total of5,400 F2 plants. In repulsion phase, however, no recombinants with tan 
saddle seed mdMdhl null phenotypes were identified in 3,210 F2 plants fi'om crossing T239 
(it2) or L67-3483 ()fc2) with PI 567.630A (Mdhl-n). Approximately 3.04 ± 0.48% 
recombination rate was estimated by Immer's (1934) and Immer and Henderson's (1943) 
methods between the k2 and Mdhl-n y20 loci in the total of 677 F2;3 families with tan saddle 
seed coat derived fi'om crossing T317 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2). 
The F2 yellow foliage plants derived fi-om crossing T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2) Avith 
1311 (Mdhl-ny20), T323 (Mdhl-ny20\ T324 (Mdhl-ny20), and T325 (Mdhl-ny20), and 
from crossing T253 (]c2 Mdhl-n y20) with wild type plants had reduced viability. However, 
the segregations of the homozygous green to heterozygous green F2 plants fit a 1; 2 ratio, 
suggesting that the putative deletion mutations at the k2, Mdhl-n, and >'20 loci do not affect 
the transmissibility of the mutant chromosome. No recombinations between the k2, Mdhl-n, 
and>'20 loci were detected in coupling phase in about 13,187 F2 plants. However, 
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approxiiiiately SS-60% preferential recombination rates between the k2 and Mdhl-ny20 loci 
were estimated by Kuspira and Bhambhani's (1984) square root approach in repulsion phase 
in F2 plants derived from crossing T323 (Mdhl-ny20), T324 (Meihl-ny20 ), and T325 
QAdhI-ny20) with T239 (42) and L67-3483 (it2). The excess of the recombinants in 
repulsion phase in F2 plants was suggested to be chromosomal breakage at the k2 Mdhl Y20 
region in T239 and L67-3483 which may contain complex chromosomal rearrangements when 
theMdhJ-ny20 loci were introduced into the T239 {k2) and L67-3483 {k2) genetic 
backgrounds. No recombinants were identified in F2 plants in repulsion phase in the crosses 
of T317 (Mdhl-ny20) with T239 (k2) and L67-3483 (k2), suggesting that the mutation in 
T317 (Mdhl-ny20) is different from that in T323 (Mdhl-ny20), T324 (Mdhl-ny20), and 
T325 (Mdhl-ny20). 
Genetic instability at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region was evidenced by 
introducing the w4-m and Y18-m mutable systems, and by Introducing Xht Mdhl-n allele of PI 
567.630A into T239 (k2) and T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) genetic backgrounds. A total of 16 bright 
yellow mutants have been isolated with tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase null 
phenotypes. Among them, 15 were found in 15 mutant F2 families out of 1,013 total F2 
families derived from crossing T239 (k2\ T261 (k2 Mdhl-n), and L67-3483 (k2) with PI 
567.630A (Mdhl-n) and with sbc lines that were suspected to contain active transposable 
element systems in their genomes. One was found in F3 generation derived from the cross of 
A1937 X T239 (k2). Among the 15 F2 mutant families, 14 out of 417 F2 families were 
associated with T239 (k2), and one out of382 F2 families was associated with T261 (k2 
Mdhl-ri). However, no mutation events out of 273 F2 families were identified to be 
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associated with L67-3483 {k2). Alleiism and inheritance studies indicated that these 16 
mutants with tan saddle seed coat, malate dehydrogenase 1 null, and bright yellow foliage 
phenotypes were new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region in soybean. 
Additionally, 21 greenish yellow mutants were identified in the total of 1,013 F2 
families derived fi-om crossing T239 (k2\ T261 (k2 Mdhl-n), and L67-3483 (k2) with PI 
567.630A (Mdhl-n), and with sbc lines, A1937, X1878, X1937, X2717, Lincohi, and mini, 
which were suspected to contain active transposable element systems in their genomes. All 
the 21 greenish mutants were associated with T239 (k2) genetic background. The mutations 
for greenish yellow foliage only affected foliage color at seedling stage. Cosegregations of 
the tan saddle seed coat with greenish yellow foliage were observed for these 21 greenish 
yellow mutants, suggesting that the greenish yellow phenotype may be due to the pleiotropic 
effect of the k2 allele in T239 or the chromosomal rearrangements at /or near the k2 allele in 
T239. Thus, genetic instability was established at this k2 Mdhl-ny20 chromosomal region 
while introducing \}a&Mdhl-ny20 alleles of T323, T324, and T325, the Mdhl-n allele of PI 
567.630A and the w4-m and Y18-m mutable systems into T239 (k2) or T261 (k2 Mdhl-n) 
genetic background. 
However, no yellow mutants were identified in a total of 945 F2 families in the control 
crosses with Harosoy, a T239 isogenic line, as one cross parent, indicating that the mutations 
at the Mdhl Y20 loci in T239 were due to the impact of the k2 allele in T239. The genetic 
mechanism responsible for this high fi-equency of instability at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 
chromosomal region may be due to receptor element activities at this chromosomal region 
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which may contain complex chromosomal rearrangements such as duplications in T239 and 
T261. 
A heterozygous heritable female semisterile &ctor was isolated in L67-3483 genetic 
background. L67-3483 was fertile upon self-pollinations, however, when it was used in 
cross-pollinations, all F1 plants were semisterile. The F1 pollen grains appeared to be 
normal as judged by I2 KI staining, however, about 50% ovule abortion was observed at 
maturity. Self-pollinations of the F1 plants produced F2 plants in an approximately 1 fertile ; 
1 semisterile ratio. No linkages were detected between this heterozygous female semisterile 
factor and tan saddle seed coat {k2), pubescence color (Tl\ and hypocotyl color (JVl) loci. 
Four nuclear inherited recessive male-sterile mutants were isolated. One was isolated 
in F3 plants originally designed for allelism test at Hb&Mdhl-n locus in the cross of T261 (Jc2 
Mdhl-n) with T323 (Mdhl-ny20). One was isolated in F2 plants designed for allelism tests 
at theMcffil-n locus in the cross of T261 (k2 Mdhl-ri) X PI 567.63OA {Mdhl-n). Two were 
isolated in recombination studies involving Oat Mdhl-n y20 and k2 loci derived from the 
crosses of T317 {Mdhl-ny20) X T239 (k2) and T325 (Mdhl-ny20) X L67-3483 (k2), 
respectively. Progeny tests indicated that these four male-sterile mutants were heritable as a 
single nuclear recessive Mendelian trait. 
Finally, the 22 new mutants at the k2 Mdhl-n y20 chromosomal region isolated in this 
dissertation research are a use&l genetic stock for further molecular cloning at the k2 Mdhl-n 
y20 chromosomal region to elucidate the molecular mechanisms governing the preferential 
recombination and genetic instability at this chromosomal region. 
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